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1 Play Provision Strategy 2020

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The City of Canning has prepared this Play Provision Strategy to guide the
future provision of public playgrounds, with all the benefits they provide to the
changing and growing community within the City.
This Strategy takes the approach that open space planning for children’s use should
be aimed at providing a wide range of appropriate, fun and stimulating playgrounds that
meet the needs of children and complement the play opportunities available to them in their
everyday lives.
The term ‘Play Provision’ refers to spaces that are characterised by play equipment and other
elements that can be used for play. While it is recognised that children’s play can occur anywhere,
this Strategy focuses on principally the provision of built play opportunities within defined spaces in
designated parks and other facilities, such as the City’s ‘leisureplexes’ managed by the City.
Playgrounds have an important role in the development of children through the provision of experiences
that may not otherwise be available in their everyday lives. Playgrounds can provide a range of physical
benefits, including improved coordination, strength, balance and spatial awareness, as well as
improving children’s ability to assess risk. Indirect benefits include the development of a wide range of
social, cognitive and creative qualities that are also very important to children’s development.
A number of challenges face the City in ensuring that playgrounds are appropriate for current and
projected local communities and their needs, and that they are accessible to all the community.
Playgrounds need to be appropriate, accessible, exciting and fun, and supported by complementary
features and landscapes.
This Strategy focuses on the play needs of children (<11 years) as well as the needs of their parents and
caregivers when visiting playgrounds. The Strategy does not examine in detail the provision of facilities
for teenaged people, such as skate parks. However, it does acknowledge that young people over the age
of 11 also visit playgrounds and look for opportunities to be challenged.
The City is faced with the challenge of upgrading and developing many of its playgrounds throughout
the City to a higher standard in order to offer various experiences and to meet the community needs
and to ensure, where possible, that members of the community has equitable access to playgrounds.
This strategy is intended to guide the City in meeting its objectives of providing access for of all the
community to appropriate play facilities.

1. INTRODUCTION
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This Play Provision Strategy provides the City of Canning (the City) and the community with an important
opportunity to consider the development and management of publicly accessible playgrounds in the City of
Canning Local Government Area (LGA).
With the population of the City expected to increase from 93,000 to an estimated 118,000 people by the year
2036, significant challenges lie ahead. The City needs to ensure that the changing needs and aspirations
of its diverse community can be met in a socially equitable, sustainable and coordinated way. The City
recognises and understands the significant role that publicly accessible playgrounds play in contributing to
the social wellbeing of its population.
The City’s Strategic Community Plan (2017-2027) identifies a number of key areas of community focus,
one area of focus is ‘Connect, an inclusive, safe and vibrant community’, with an identified aspiration of ‘a
connected and inclusive community where diversity is welcome’ which incorporates the objective to provide
varied and accessible community services and facilities.
The development of this ‘Play Provision Strategy’ will support the City in meeting community needs.
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2. BACKGROUND
The aim of this Strategy is to provide the City with a clear direction for the planning, design, management
and maintenance of its publicly accessible playground assets in order to meet the existing and future needs
of the community.
The Strategy has been developed in line with the City’s Public Open Space Strategy (2015) and is informed
by the City’s detailed Playground Audit (2016), the City’s Parks Asset Audit (2015) and the City’s Disability
Access and Inclusion Plan (2012).

2.1 Public Open Space Strategy

2.2 Playground Audit

The City of Canning Public Open Space Strategy
was adopted by Council in 2015. In conjunction with
other City of Canning Strategies, it informed the
new Local Planning Strategy and review of the Local
Planning Scheme (Town Planning Scheme No. 40).
Two of the key intentions of the Public Open
Space Strategy are firstly, to assess public open
space to assist in identifying future works that are
required in those open spaces, and secondly, to
facilitate budget planning for design, development
and ongoing management for Public Open Space
(POS) areas.
The development of the POS Strategy incorporated
a number of analyses, including an audit of
all open spaces within the City, to look at the
variety of space types and identify existing
facilities, determine industry trends and identify
potential POS infrastructure and services
required for the anticipated population growth.
The recommendations of the Public Open Space
Strategy in relation to play facilities have informed
the Play Provision Strategy. The recommendations
centred on requirements for playground provision by
suburb, addressing current deficits in accessibility
and future requirements for play provision.
The Public Open Space Strategy, at a strategic
level, assessed the accessibility of playgrounds
to individual residences, as this is particularly
important in ensuring that sufficient infrastructure
is available to support family activities.

According to the Australian Standard for Playground
Equipment and Surfacing (Standards Australia,
4685: 2017), taking risks is an integral element
of playground settings because acceptable risk
provides a stimulating, challenging and controlled
learning environment whereby children can
learn about risk and consequence. In the pursuit
of providing the balance between learning and
safety, it is reasonable to expect children may
experience bumps and bruises. The standard’s
approach to safety is to prevent incidents that have
disabling or fatal consequences as well as reducing
serious injury.
The City undertakes routine inspections of all its
play facilities at each park maintenance visit, and
detailed inspections on a quarterly basis. The
quarterly inspections ascertain the maintenance
required to keep the play facilities at a good, safe
operational standard.
The City also engages an external auditor biennially
to assess the City’s play facilities for compliance
with Australian Standards and to identify risks
and priorities in order to keep the playgrounds
safe. The biennial audit updates information on
each playground’s condition, age and replacement
cost, and this is used to inform the Play Provision
Strategy. Further, the City also engages an external
structural engineer to assess the structural
integrity of the below and above-surface playground
support structures.

2.3 Parks Assets Audit
As part of the asset management program, the City
undertook a comprehensive parks assets audit in
2015-2016. The audit used spatial technology to
record all park assets. This information enabled
the City to spatially analyse and represent the play
facilities throughout the City, and to assess the park
assets - such as seating and drinking fountains that support playgrounds.
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3. WHY ARE PLAYGROUNDS IMPORTANT?

Playgrounds are important because they provide enjoyable activity for children during which they learn about
themselves and their environment. Playgrounds are highly valued community facilities because they provide a
range of free and accessible play opportunities. Playgrounds are also important for the facilities they provide for
carers accompanying young people.
Play facilities can assist in developing a child’s strength, coordination and balance as well as helping develop
other qualities such as social skills, imagination, creativity and problem-solving skills.
Play is intrinsic to development in childhood and a vehicle for self-expression. Play provides important
motivation for children to become active and engage with others and their surroundings; exploring and
learning (Department of Education, Employment and Workplace Relations, 2009). Play spaces are ideally:
fluid, accessible to all, integrated and invite exploration. The opportunities for physical, social and cognitive
benefits increase when the range of accessible play opportunities are maximised. Children can play
anywhere and all areas of the urban and built environment have the potential to be leveraged as a play
space. However, for play to positively impact a child’s development, the elements supporting the play should
be of high quality.
Play spaces ideally offer various types of movement possibilities, providing different degrees of challenge
and scale within the play activities (rather than a distinct age separation). In the urban environment, safe and
thoughtfully planned and maintained play spaces can facilitate creativity and foster better social interaction
and imaginative or role-play.
When young children are guided subtly by caregivers there are opportunities to increase interactions and
engagement with the environment. Hence, those who enable play have many opportunities to increase the
quality of play and a rich and accessible play environment is enhanced by knowledgeable interactions with
and prompts from parents and caregivers.

3.1 Playgrounds and Risk – How Much Risk Is Okay?
Play is an essential part of a child’s development.
Through play children learn to interact with others,
to develop skills and abilities, and to manage risk.
This last feature - learning to manage risk - is often
overlooked when considering the value of play.
Exposing children to acceptable levels of risk in the
playground will help them develop risk awareness,
which is essential as they prepare to live in a world in
which risk is ever-present.
Beginning in the 1980s and continuing into the early
2000s, Western societies tended to adopt a very riskaverse approach to children’s play. Largely driven by
a fear of potential litigation, a common approach was
to design playgrounds that eliminated, as much as
possible, the potential for any form of injury. While
this ‘wrapping children in cotton wool’ approach may
have produced some gains in injury prevention, it
also led to playgrounds becoming less interesting
and challenging.
There is a growing view among many experts in
children’s play globally that an overly singular focus
on injury prevention may come at the expense of a
host of other dangers that are the potential result of
modifying or otherwise restricting active play
(Spiegal et al. 2014).
In recognising the value of some risk in play it is
essential to determine what level of risk is acceptable
and what is not. Clearly, any risk of an accident
that may have a disabling or fatal consequence
is unacceptable.

On the other hand, it is inevitable that occasional
mishaps resulting in minor injury will occur in
children’s pursuit of expanding their level of
competence, be it socially, intellectually or physically.
Certain hazards have some value in that they can be
an opportunity for learning. It should be noted that
such hazards also exist in many other areas of life
routinely engaged in by children, such as playing
sport, riding a bike and so on.
One of the tools used in determining the acceptability
of risk is the set of Australian Standards for
playgrounds (AS 4685:2017). These Standards,
while not mandatory, do provide a useful guide in
determining suitable design. They are not, however, a
single and absolute requirement in risk assessment.
The introduction to the Australian Standards for
playgrounds acknowledges this balanced approach to
risk with the following statements:
‘Risk-taking is an essential feature of play provision
and of all environments in which children legitimately
spend time playing…Play provision should aim at
managing the balance between the need to offer
risk and the need to keep children safe from serious
harm…In play provision, exposure to some degree
of risk may be of benefit because it satisfies a
basic human need and gives children the chance to
learn about risk and consequences in a controlled
environment…Children need to learn to cope with risk
and this may lead to bumps and bruises and even
occasionally a broken limb.’
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The mechanism used in determining the suitability of any element in a playground is a ‘risk-benefit
assessment’. This is a tool to aid risk management that explicitly brings together consideration of the benefits
as well as the risks of play in a single judgement. When undertaking a risk-benefit assessment, the following
three factors are central to determining whether or not the level of risk is acceptable or tolerable:
• the likelihood of coming to harm
• the potential severity of that harm
• the benefits, rewards or outcomes of the activity.
Taking into account these considerations, a determination can be made to identify acceptable risks and
unacceptable risks. The following basic characteristics could be applied to the two levels of risk:
Good (acceptable) risks:
• Easy for children to assess potential risk (foreseeable)
• Engages and challenges children
• Supports growth, learning and development
• An incident, if it does occur, is unlikely to lead to a serious or permanent injury.
Bad (unacceptable) risks:
• Difficult or impossible for children to assess risk for themselves (not foreseeable)
• No obvious developmental or other benefits
• An incident, even if unlikely, may lead to serious or permanent injury.
The City’s approach weighs with equal consideration the duty to protect children from avoidable serious
harm and the duty to provide them with stimulating, adventurous play opportunities.

4. POPULATION AND GROWTH
The City is located in Perth’s southern suburbs.
It is approximately 21 kilometres from the Perth
central business district and covers an area of
approximately 64 square kilometres. The population
dynamics analysis using ID data (2016) shows that:
• The City’s population will grow by 24,399
residents (93,595 to 117,995) by 2036
• The greatest population growth during the period
to 2036 is likely to occur in Cannington (including
the City Centre) and Bentley.
• The most populous suburbs in 2036 will be
Willetton, Cannington (including the City Centre),
Bentley and Canning Vale.

• The demographic forecast for the City indicates
that by 2036 the population will see a larger
increase in the age range 25-49 year olds,
followed by seniors (70-84 year olds) while there
will be a comparatively moderate increase 0-11
year olds. Therefore, the City’s population will,
on the whole, generally be an ageing population.
• Residential development within the City is
forecasted to realise the highest number
of new dwellings to be in Bentley, followed
by Canning Vale and Cannington (including
the City Centre), with these suburbs each
experiencing a growth of over 1,000 dwellings.

5. CURRENT PLAYGROUNDS – CONTEXT
There are currently 142 publicly-accessible
playgrounds within the City, which vary in relation
to age of equipment, manufacturer, size, setting,
user age demographic, condition and type. The
playgrounds are located throughout the City; the
geographic distribution is displayed in Figure 1
and the representation by suburb shown in Table
1. Figure 2 shows a strong correlation between the
suburb size and number of playgrounds within the
suburb, i.e. the bigger the area of the suburb, the
higher the number of playgrounds.

There is a poor and negative relationship
established (see Figure 3) between the numbers of
playground users and the number of playgrounds
in each suburb. This indicates that access to
playgrounds is not uniform across suburbs with
some suburbs oversupplied compared to others
(Access and inclusivity is discussed in more detail
in section 8.2).
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Figure 1: Distribution of the 142 playgrounds within the City of Canning – February 2019
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Table 1: Number of playgrounds within each suburb
Suburb

Suburb Area
(ha) (Residential)

# of Playgrounds

Playgrounds / Area
(ha) (Residential)

Bentley

310

13

1/24

Canning Vale

400

9

1/44

Cannington

408

11

1/37

East Cannington

280

7

1/40

Ferndale

327

7

1/47

Leeming

28

1

1/28

Lynwood

164

11

1/15

Parkwood

360

6

1/60

Queens Park

265

10

1/27

Riverton

271

8

1/34

Rossmoyne

164

7

1/23

Shelley

211

5

1/42

St James

93

3

1/31

Willetton

867

30

1/29

Wilson

382

14

1/27

Total

4530

142

Average

302(ha)

10 playgrounds/suburb

1/30

Note (1): the area of Canning Vale represents the residential area within the City only, as Canning Vale has a high proportion of industrial land.
Welshpool is not included in the table due to having no residential areas
Note (2): The areas of Leeming and St James only indicate the portion of these suburbs within the City of Canning.

Playground/Suburb Area (residential)
35

Bentley
Canning Vale

30

Cannington
East Cannington

Playgrounds

25

Ferndale
Leeming

20

Lynwood

R =0.896
2
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5
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0

Wilson

0
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Figure 2: Playgrounds to suburb area correlation

Representation of playgrounds in relation to the area of suburb. Strong relationship established (R2=0.896)
between the number of playgrounds within a suburb and suburb residential area.
The R2 value represents the relationship between the number of playgrounds and the area of a suburb,
the closer to 1 represents a stronger relationship, i.e. the greater the suburb area, the higher number
of playgrounds found in that suburb; Willetton has the highest number of playgrounds and has the most
playgrounds. The line through the graph is a trend line which represents the increasing number of playgrounds
aligns with the increasing suburb area.
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Playground Users/Suburb Playgrounds
18O
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Figure 3: Playground users to suburb correlation

Representation of playground users in relation to the total number of playgrounds by suburb. A weak
negative relationship established (R2= -0.307) between the number of playgrounds per playground users
across suburbs indicating the more playground users per suburb the less playgrounds provided.
In this instance, the R2 value is negative, indicating that a weak relationship exists, for example Willetton
has the most playgrounds but has a relatively lower number of users per playground, conversely, Canning
Vale has a lot less playgrounds but has a higher number playground users compare to Willetton. The line
through the graph is a trend line which represents the decreasing number of playground users aligning
with the increasing number of playgrounds within a suburb.
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6. ASSET MANAGEMENT
6.1 Replacement Cost
The City’s asset valuation methodology values its
infrastructure assets to depreciated replacement
cost on an annual basis. The valuation is based on
unit rates to replace the infrastructure each year
and represents the current replacement cost. Park
assets are recorded as the actual cost of the asset
inclusive of the supply and installation cost.
The City has used the most recent biennial
playground audit (2018), which was conducted
by a qualified independent consultant, to provide
best replacement cost estimates based on current
market price trends.
The City’s current replacement cost for its
playgrounds is approximately $4,040,905.

6.2 Written-Down Value
As an asset to the community, playgrounds are
managed and incorporated into the City’s corporate
asset management system and in accordance
with the City’s Asset Management Policy (FM.07
Asset Management).
The valuation basis (Residual Value) for playgrounds
conforms to the accounting standard ‘AASB 116
Property Plant and Equipment’ and values are
recorded utilising fair-value principles which are
determined by the depreciated replacement cost
(i.e. written-down value).
The City presently uses the Straight Line Method
for providing depreciation on its Parks assets.
This method is considered appropriate because
the physical deterioration of the assets is driven
primarily by time and obsolescence.

Under the Straight Line Method, the depreciation is
calculated as:
(Current Replacement Cost – Residual Value) /
Useful life
However, the residual value of playgrounds is
considered zero as playground assets are disposed
of at the end of their useful life due to safety
considerations and compliance with current
Australian Standards.
Taking this into account, the current written-down
value of the City’s Playgrounds is estimated to
be $798,516.

6.3 Remaining Useful Life
6.3.1 Age and Condition
There are 30 (25%) playgrounds with play equipment
in the City’s parks installed between 1990 and
1995, and 43% on or before 2000; well before the
introduction of the current safety standards in
2014. Commercial play equipment generally has a
warranty period of up to 10 years and a useful life
of approximately 15 years, which may be extended
by careful maintenance depending on the degree
of exposure and the amount of use individual
playgrounds receive.
The most recent biennial playground audit (2018),
also provides a condition rating for each of the City’s
playgrounds. The condition assessment performed
to assess playground condition and provide a rating
was based on the method outlined by the Institute
of Public Works Engineers Australasia (IPWEA)
guidelines. The basis for this method can be viewed
in Table 3 (next page).
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Table 2: Asset condition assessment based on Institute of Public Works Engineers Australasia
(IPWEA) guidelines (Practice Note 3)

Residual Life
Estimated % Life
Remaining

Condition
Rating

Short
Description

Description

1

Excellent

asset has no defect. asset is as new

no additional
maintenance required

55% to 100%

Good

asset is functional and displays
superficial defects only; minor
signs of deterioration to surface
finishes, but does not require
major maintenance; no major
defects exist

minor maintenance
intervention required.
no component
replacement required

35% to 55%

Average

asset is functional but shows
signs of moderate wear and tear;
deteriorated surfaces require
attention; services are functional
but require attention; backlog
maintenance work exists

minor maintenance
intervention and/
or minor component
replacement required

25% to 35%

Poor

asset functionality is reduced. Asset
has significant defects affecting
major components; deteriorated
surfaces require significant
attention; services are functional
but failing often; significant backlog
maintenance work exists

significant ongoing
maintenance
intervention, major
component or asset
replacement required

10% to 25%

Failed

asset is not functional; asset
has deteriorated badly; serious
structural problems; general
appearance is poor with eroded
protective coatings; elements
are broken, services are not
performing; significant number of
major defects exist

asset requires
decommissioning and/
or replacement

0 to 10%

2

3

4

5

Action

Table 3 and the corresponding histogram of the condition rating for the City’s playgrounds can be seen
in Figure 4 below. The playgrounds have an overall condition rating of ‘Average’ (3), with 90 playgrounds
receiving an ‘average’ rating (Table 3). There are 15 playgrounds rated as ‘Poor’, 31 playgrounds were rated
as ‘Good’ and six playgrounds rated as ‘Excellent’. It should be noted that no playgrounds were rated as
‘Failed’. The histogram in Figure 4 represents a skewed distribution towards the average condition.

Table 3: Playground Asset Condition

Condition

# of Playgrounds

%

Failed

0

0%

Poor

15

11%

Average

90

63%

Good

31

22%

Excellent

6

4%

Average Condition Rating

3
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Figure 4: Histogram of the City of Canning Playgrounds condition rating
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The playgrounds are grouped into age classes for ease of analysis (see Table 4 and Figure 5 below). A
high proportion of the City’s playgrounds (25%) are within the age class of 1990-1995, with over 43%
of the City’s playgrounds installed before or on the year 2000. This data represents an ageing play
provision infrastructure; however, with an overall condition rating of ‘Average’, the playgrounds have been
maintained to a standard extending their useful life of 10-15 years. The histogram in Figure 5 below does
not represent a normal distribution and is generally skewed to an older asset class.
Table 4: Playground age classes

Age Class

Quantity

%

1990-1995

35

25%

1996-2000

26

18%

2001-2005

22

15%

2006-2010

30

21%

2011-2015

19

13%

2016-2020

10

7%
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Figure 5: Histogram of the City of Canning Playgrounds age classes
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6.4 Capital Expenditure
The City’s capital expenditure on its playground renewal program from 2010 to 2019 was $2,137,920 with
an average of $237,547 per year (Table 5, Figure 6). This expenditure includes playground replacement,
playground fencing and playground disability access as well as shade cover.
The overall expenditure on playground equipment only over this time period has been $1,415,901 with an
annual average spend of $157,322. This expenditure represents a shortfall on the required replacement
costs based on an annual depreciation rate of $233,120 (see section 6.5).

Table 5: Playground Capital Works Expenditure 2010-2019

Financial Year

Total Expenditure

Play Equipment

2019/2010

$92,579

$73,540

2010/2011

$129,681

$128,591

2011/2012

$139,097

$106,529

2013/2014

$397,630

$352,052

2014/2015

$217,562

$129,400

2015/2016

$163,177

$90,055

2016/2017

$246,040

$37,090

2017/2018

$363,181

$156,324

2018/2019

$388,973

$342,320

Average

$237,547

$157,322

$2,137,920

$1,415,901

Total
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Figure 6: Capital expenditure by year between 2010 and 2019
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6.5 Depreciation
With the current replacement cost of playground equipment at approximately $4,040,905 (June 2019),
the annual depreciative value, assuming a 15-year useful life, would be $269,393. The average annual
capital expenditure on playground equipment between 2010 and 2019 was approximately $157,322 which
represents a gap in annual renewal funding of $112,071; therefore, funding would be required to be
substantially more than the current depreciated value (see Figure 7).
Referring to the Asset Consumption Ratio and the Asset Sustainability Ratio (defined by the Government
of Western Australia, Department for Local Government, Integrated Planning and Reporting Advisory
Standards), the current funding approach to playgrounds can be illustrated as per Table 6.
The Asset Consumption Ratio (Depreciated Replacement Cost of Depreciable Assets/Current Replacement
Cost of Depreciable Assets) is 20%, indicating a significant under-capitalisation of the playgrounds in terms
of renewal funding.
The Asset Sustainability Ratio (Capital Renewal and Replacement Expenditure/Depreciation) is 58%, which
indicates the playground renewal program has been underfunded by approximately 32% since 2009/2010.
It is worth noting that during this period, the City moved away from replacing ageing equipment with new
off-the-shelf equipment and started trialling other approaches to play, including intergenerational play
and hybrid nature play. These approaches provide greater quality of play experience but at a significantly
increased cost.
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Table 6: Playground Financial Ratios

Asset Consumption Ratio
This ratio seeks to highlight the aged condition of a local government’s stock of physical assets.
Standards
Standard met if ratio
=>50%.
Standard improving
if ratio 60%-75%.

Ratio Calculation

Asset Consumption Ratio =

Canning Playgrounds

Depreciated Replacement
Cost of Depreciable Assets

$798,516

Current Replacement Cost
of Depreciable Assets

$4,040,905

20%

Asset Sustainability Ratio
This ratio is an approximation of the extent to which assets are being replaced as these reach the end of
their useful lives.
Standards

Ratio Calculation

Standard met if ratio
90%-100%.
Standard improving
if ratio is between
100%-110%.

Asset Sustainability Ratio =

Canning Playgrounds

Capital Renewal and
Replacement Expenditure

$157,322

Annual Depreciation
of Asset

$269,393

58%
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6.6 Playground Renewal
Figure 7: Renewal costs over 10 years based on a 15-year useful life

Playground Renewal
$500,000

Play Equipment

$450,000

Renewal Cost

$400,000
$350,000
$300,000
$250,000
$200,000
$150,000
$100,000
$50,000
$-

2020

2021

2022

2023

2024

2025

2026

2027

2028

2029

$451,777

$451,777

$451,777

$451,778

$284,200

$187,100

$168,200

$200,300

$43,400

$30,200

Figure 7 shows the renewal costs of replacing the ageing components of the play infrastructure over the
next 10 years based on the current playground age classes. With 25% of playgrounds installed between
1990 and 1995, and 18% installed between 1995 and 2000 (beyond the 15-year useful life) over 43% of
playgrounds are in need of replacement. Figure 7 is an adjusted (smoothed) allocation of renewal costs
spreading the replacement cost of these playgrounds over a four-year period instead of replacing all aged
playgrounds in one year.
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Table 7 shows the possible changes to playground provision, by suburb, to 2026 and 2036 based on
maintaining the current average of 89 playground users per playground (See Figure 3 and Table 12). This
table reflects Figure 3 in that the relationship between the numbers of playground users per playground
are not equal across suburbs. Table 7 reflects upon rationalising the current access (number of users
and 400m walkability) to playgrounds and the increase in playgrounds required to maintain this access,
based on estimated population changes to 2036. An extra 40 local playgrounds by 2036 would require an
approximate $2,500,000 investment in capital expenditure.
Table 7: Rationalising of playground provision based on current average number of playground users per playground

Suburb

Current
Playgrounds

Current
Requirements

Current
Change

Playgrounds
required 2026

Change
2026

Playgrounds
required 2036

Change
2036

Bentley

13

7

-6

11

-2

12

-1

Canning Vale

9

16

7

16

7

15

6

Cannington

11

9

-2

16

5

25

14

East
Cannington

7

11

4

12

5

13

6

Ferndale

7

7

0

8

1

8

1

Lynwood

11

6

-5

7

-4

7

-4

Parkwood

6

9

3

8

2

8

2

Queens Park

10

13

3

15

5

16

6

Riverton

8

10

2

11

3

12

4

Rossmoyne

7

5

-2

6

-1

6

-1

Shelley

5

7

2

7

2

7

2

St James

3

4

1

5

2

5

2

Willetton Leeming

31

31

0

36

5

37

6

Wilson

14

9

-5

10

-4

10

-4

Grand Total

142

142

0

167

25

182

40

Note: Leeming has been combined with Willetton as it has only 1 playgrounds and only a very small area of
Leeming falls within the City of Canning

6.7 Service Levels
6.7.1 Cleaning of Playground Undersurfacing
The City predominantly uses sand as the playground undersurface (see 9.3 for rationale). Playground
undersurfaces are routinely raked during park maintenance visits. A more thorough clean of playground
undersurfacing is conducted under contract. Sand is mechanically sieved, cleaned, aerated and re-levelled
in pits. The primary purpose of the sand is to provide an impact energy attenuation undersurface in order to
reduce the risk of injury that may be caused by falls from the equipment by absorbing the impact.
There are approximately 155 pits in 123 parks throughout the City, which require cleaning twice a year (on
average). Some pits require more frequent programmed cleaning; for example, if they are located beneath
a dense tree canopy or in heavily patronised locations.
In addition to programmed cleaning, the contractor may be required to provide urgent, un-programmed
cleaning services at short notice in response to reports of contamination of specific pits.
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6.7.2 Playground Maintenance and Costs
Playground maintenance activities are summarised below with associated costs represented in Table 8,
and Figures 8 and 9:
1. Inspections
a). As described in section 2.2, quarterly inspections are undertaken to ascertain the playground’s
condition and determine the necessary repairs, as well as carrying out routine maintenance.
b). Inspections also incorporate the biennial external audit and the external structural audit as
described in section 2.2.
c). In addition, regular on-site investigations are carried out on specific pieces of equipment or specific
locations identified as being used more frequently than others, or older pieces of equipment that
may require more frequent inspection.
d). Parks maintenance staff visit each playground location (Park) during the regular park service.
As part of the service, playgrounds are visually inspected for any problems, damage, vandalism,
and general wear and tear of the equipment. Reports of issues with playground equipment by
playground users are investigated as a priority.
2. Playground Equipment – Repairs/Purchases
Officers repair or replace playground equipment as a result of inspections or customer requests
(budget permitting). When specific pieces of equipment cannot be repaired due to age or lack of
available replacement parts, or if repair is uneconomical, then playground equipment is purchased or
otherwise the equipment is removed.

Table 8: City of Canning maintenance costs for 2011–2019

Maintenance Cost by Category
Purchases and Repairs

Inspections

Under Surface Cleaning

Totals

2011/2012

$150,647

$265,762

$88,850

$505,259

2012/2013

$166,716

$242,238

$69,131

$478,085

2013/2014

$104,102

$238,746

$78,071

$420,919

2014/2015

$78,340

$181,197

$109,626

$369,163

2015/2016

$295,986

$210,533

$98,514

$605,033

2016/2017

$193,648

$293,137

$90,044

$576,829

2017/2018

$26,662

$446,714

$101,090

$574,466

2018/2019

$40,458

$432,174

$50,036

$522,668

Annual Average

$132,070

$288,813

$85,670

$506,553

Total

$1,056,559

$2,310,501

$685,362

$4,052,422
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Figure 8: Maintenance by category and associated costs 2011–2019

Maintenance Cost by Category 2011-2019
$2,500,000
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Figure 9: Total maintenance-associated costs 2011–2019
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7. SUSTAINABILITY
The Play Provision Strategy is to be implemented in accordance with the City’s Sustainability Policy (CM194,
revised 18 February 2019) in alignment with the policy’s sustainability commitments.
Sustainability (Policy) Commitments:
1. A commitment to innovation, leadership and
continual improvement:
The strategy is seeking to lead by assessing
the local and national trends in play provision
based on a review of the current literature and
canvassing the community to seek an in-depth
understanding of the community needs to support
children in their social and physical development,
while seeking to improve play provision, now and
into the future. The strategy also seeks to trial
innovative ways of providing play opportunities.
2. A commitment to intergenerational equity
Providing suitable and equally accessible play
opportunities to the community helps deliver
an intrinsic community asset benefiting the
community by assisting children to develop
essential skills for the future. Assessing the
projected future needs to 2036 demonstrates the
City’s commitment to intergenerational equity.
3. A commitment to responsible resource
management and impact reduction
The City continues to use non-compacting sand
for most playground undersurfacing, which
reduces the use of synthetic undersurfacing
materials. The predominant use of trees to
provide shade reduces the use of synthetic
materials as well as increasing canopy cover and
biodiversity. Using natural shade will increase
wildlife habitat and reduce the overall surface
temperature of parks.
The City’s play infrastructure does not currently
incorporate much recycled material; however, the
City will Incorporate more sustainable material
in future play facility provision by placing a
greater priority on sustainability criteria in the
procurement process.
4. A commitment to climate responsive
urban development
The strategy incorporates the values of the City’s
Urban Forest Strategy (2019) by recommending
that playground surrounds be planted with
shade trees to provide natural shade which will
contribute to the City’s natural environment and
increase in urban canopy.

The City strategically aims to provide
opportunities for residents to walk to playgrounds
by ensuring that, where possible, residents
have access to a playground within 400 meters
of their residence, therefore reducing reliance
on vehicles.
5. A commitment to protecting environmental
integrity and biodiversity
The strategy guides play provision more towards
nature play which will include shade trees as well
as vegetation in the design and natural elements
such as logs to play on.
6. A commitment to building community capital,
social sustainability and a thriving local economy
Aligning with the City’s procurement framework,
the City will seek to procure local products and
business to deliver new playgrounds where
appropriate. The renewal of playgrounds to meet
the needs of the community will ensure that
playgrounds are a significant community asset
delivering social benefits that are integral to the
social sustainability of the City.
7. A commitment to risk mitigation, evidencebased governance and observing the
precautionary principle
An action of the strategy is to undertake a
risk assessment (reviewed annually) that will
integrate sustainability risk management
into decision-making; assessing potential
legal, compliance, financial, productivity, and
reputational risk against social, environmental
and economic objectives.
8. A commitment to developing partnerships and
increasing participation in local, state, national
and international sustainability opportunities.
An action of the strategy is to explore
partnerships with industry stakeholders and
community members, universities and like groups
to explore the boundaries of play provision as to
open new opportunities to the provision of and
benefits of play.
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8. COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
8.1 Survey
A community engagement program was undertaken
to help the City understand the community’s
sentiment on play provision. The program was
designed to reach broad sections of the community
and looked at key reflections of the City’s current
play provision; level of satisfaction, dislikes and
likes, types of play preferred and accessibility.
A survey was made publicly available on the City’s
‘Your Say Canning’ web page from October 2018 to
January 2019. The survey was advertised in the local
papers, posters were placed and the City’s facilities,
notifications were sent through newsletters
at schools within the City, and a social media
campaign was conducted. A total of 179 residents
completed the online survey. In addition, the City
held an accessibility and inclusivity workshop in
March 2019 (see section 8.2).

Satisfaction
A high number of residents (39%) indicated a level
of dissatisfaction with the level of play provision
provided by the City (dissatisfied 29% and very
dissatisfied 10%), 32% were neutral while 29%
indicated a level of satisfaction (satisfied 26% and
very satisfied 3%) (Figure 10).
An insight into the levels of dissatisfaction comes
from the survey question “When you think about
the City of Canning’s playgrounds, what comes to
mind?” and “What do you dislike about the existing
playgrounds at your local park?” The three most
frequent responses were that the City’s playgrounds
are old, do not have shade and are boring.

Figure 10: Playground satisfaction survey

How satisfied are you with the playgrounds within the City of Canning?
35%
32%
29%

30%
26%

0% of Responses

25%

20%

15%
10%
10%

5%

3%

0
Very satisfied

Satisfied

Neutral

Dissatisfied

Very dissatisfied
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Dislikes and Likes
The community’s sentiment of dissatisfaction with the age of playgrounds aligns with the asset data, in that
58% of the City’s playgrounds are over 15 years old (installed between 1990 and 2005). In relation to the
sentiment that there is no shade, of the City’s 142 playgrounds, only 22 have shade infrastructure, although
106 playgrounds are within 10 metres of trees at a height greater than 6m, as such providing varying levels
of natural shade (see section 9.2 for details on shade).
The third dissatisfaction category was that the playgrounds are boring (Figure 11). Respondents commonly
stated that the playgrounds are not for a wide range of ages and that they are limited in the different play
elements, and that many playgrounds are small and they did not like the equipment.
Conversely, what other respondents liked about their local playground was access, equipment, setting,
shade, facilities and trees (Figure 12). The City has always endeavoured to provide residents with a
playground within 400m of each residence, although there are opportunities for improvements in the 400m
walkability and it is recognised there are some areas of the City where access could be improved (see
section 11 for playground access). Residents place a high value on the equipment provided, as equipment
was highlighted in what respondents don’t like as well as what they do like. The sentiment towards
equipment largely relates to the equipment not being inclusive of a wider age range, i.e. for toddlers only or
for older children only.
Respondents liked the park setting, i.e. the green spaces with trees; the facilities associated with a
playground such as benches, drinking fountains, picnic tables; as well the setting provides a sense of
community where people can interact and stay for a longer visit.

Figure 11: Community response to what they dislike about their local playgrounds
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Figure 12: Community response to what they value in their local playgrounds
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Preferred Play Types
A survey question asked respondents to rank their
preferred style of play equipment (Figure 13). Six
styles were provided as options to be ranked, in
order of preference, the options were: adventure,
nature play, mixture of the above, traditional
equipment, informal play and other.
The growing trend in play provision towards nature
play is largely supported in the literature which
documents a broad range of benefits to children
interacting with nature. Local governments,
including the City of Canning, have been introducing
nature play elements into playground design, as
well as more adventure play equipment such as
flying foxes and rope climbing apparatuses.
The City has three playgrounds (Bannister Creek
Park, Fern Park and Sir Albert Jennings Park) that
have strong elements of nature and adventure play,
whilst two parks (Dabchick Park and Sill Park)
having nature play inclusions.
The City has traditionally provided modular play
equipment in playground designs, and while the
equipment may not be preferred according to the
survey it is still valued and respondents would
like to see a mixture of traditional equipment with
adventure and nature play.
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Figure 13: Community response to what they value in their local playgrounds

What style of equipment would you prefer in your local play area?
(Rank from 1-6 with 1 being your most preferred)
6

5.43

Average Ranking Score

5
3.83

4
3
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2.46

2.54

Adventure play

Nature play

2
1
0

Most Preferred

Mixture of the above

Ranking

Traditional

Informal play

Other

Least Preferred

Note: Adventure play was the most preferred as it recorded the lowest score, i.e. 1 is the most preferred while 6 is the
least preferred. Therefore, the type of equipment with the lowest score is the most preferred.

Accessibility
Accessibility to playgrounds incorporates a number of aspects such as how people travel to playgrounds,
whether they can access the playground, whether the playground caters for their abilities, distance from a
playground and frequency of visits (invariably linked to the usability of and distance to a local playground).
The survey results indicate that most residents walk to their playground (58%), while 15% travel by car, 11%
cycle or use a mixture of these methods (13%) (Figure 14). This aligns with the City’s long-held strategic
approach to provide a 400m walking distance to playgrounds for residents where possible.
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Figure 14: Modes of travel to local playgrounds

How do you or children in your household (or children under your care)
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The survey showed that 68% of respondents frequented their local playground at least once a week (1-2
times a week 36%, 3 or more times a week 18%, daily 14%), while 32% of respondents used their local
playground less frequently (1-2 times a month 17%, rarely or never 15%) (Figure 15).
Figure 15: Frequency of visits to local playground

How often do you or the children in your household
(or children under your care) visit your local playground?
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The survey results show that respondents are largely visiting their local playground without the
dependence of car and are doing so multiple times per week. However, there are respondents who frequent
their local playground much less often or rarely to never. Interestingly, this generally aligns with the results
from the survey questions around accessibility.
The survey asked “Do you or the children in your household (or children under your care) find the
playgrounds accessible (equipment is easy to use or can be used)?” with the result showing 82% saying yes
while 18% showed no. The survey then asked “if no to the previous question, please specify why not?”.
The most frequent response to why people cannot access playgrounds was that the City’s playgrounds are
not for younger children, and equally, the play equipment is limited with no inclusive disability access. The
lack of age range has previously been noted as an issue by the surveyed respondents as well as the limited
range of equipment; it is evident that the lack of equipment diversity is limiting playground usage.

8.2 Inclusivity and Accessibility Workshop
The aim is that playgrounds contribute to the development and wellbeing of all children. However, most
playgrounds are not easily accessed by children and carers with disability, and may also be unsuitable or
unsafe for children with disability. This area has not been well addressed by the City to date.
The City recognises the importance of addressing the play space needs of all community members to
ensure play spaces are welcoming and inclusive for children and young people of all abilities. The 2016 ID
Data indicated that 3.3% of the population in the City reported needing help in their day-to-day lives due to
disability. These statistics relate directly to the need for assistance due to a severe or profound disability;
however, this does not capture all people with varying abilities.
People with disability have a diverse range of needs, including but not limited to: physical, mobility, visual,
sensory, intellectual, as well as amenity for carers, and so forth. It must be noted that, as there is an
extensive range of ability levels and associated disabilities, it is very complex to deliver totally inclusive
play infrastructure.
There are complex design challenges involved in delivering inclusive play opportunities to many people with
a differing range of abilities. It is important that the solutions across the City are complementary so that as
many needs are catered for in numerous play spaces, to ensure universal access (equal access to all) to as
many play spaces as practicable.
Currently, the City provides a play space at Shelley Beach Park that has a rubber undersurface and
includes a ‘Liberty Swing’ designed for children in wheelchairs (Figure 16). However, there are some
drawbacks that limit the desirability of Liberty Swings. These include: the requirement for the swing to be
locked when not in use, meaning users have to obtain a key; vandalism to the locks that makes the swing
unusable; and the requirement for the swing to be fenced off from other equipment, resulting in children
using the swing being isolated because they are fenced off from other children. Anecdotal reports suggest
the Liberty Swing is rarely used.
Figure 16: Liberty swing, Shelley Rossmoyne Foreshore
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A workshop was held on 9 March 2019 to better
inform the City of the community needs in terms of
inclusivity and all abilities access to playgrounds.
This workshop was widely promoted through the
City’s social media, distribution to the Department
of Communities Disability Services and to 21 key
disability and advocacy organisations for promotion
on their social media and in newsletters. A number
of these shared to their wide networks, emails to 11
government education support schools, centres and
units, and to eight independent schools, in and near
the City of Canning, asking them to inform families
of children with disabilities about the consultation
and emails to other relevant industry organisations.
The workshop was designed as World Café
format, allowing participants to consider several
key topic areas as a group, but to also provide
individual input.
A number of key elements were distilled from the
workshop. Accessible play spaces are not just about
children with disabilities; parents, grandparents
and other caregivers may also have disabilities, so
this needs to be incorporated into the planning of
spaces, facilities and equipment.
Play spaces need to be seen as for all ages,
including adult and senior gym equipment and other
opportunities for intergenerational use of facilities.
Play spaces also need to be more interesting and
adventurous as well as inclusive; nature play, water
play and interesting experiences are important to
all children.
Location
People want large new inclusive play spaces, and
these must be located so that people can get to
them easily. This includes:
• Being near public transport – buses and trains.
• Having safe accessible paths of travel – from
transport but also accessible footpaths, bike
path networks and safe road crossings.
• Proximity to other busy community facilities
such as shopping centres and leisure centres.
• Ensuring larger play spaces have plenty of
parking, including accessible parking bays.

Smaller parks and play spaces also need improving
to be more accessible and inclusive. While people
said they would travel to visit a good large inclusive
play space up to twice a month, they would visit
their local playground or park more than once a
week if it was accessible.
Play Equipment
‘Accessible’ equipment should not be separate to
the other play equipment; it needs to be located
together with other equipment and as part of larger
play structures so that children with disability are
not separated from other children. As well as this
being important for inclusion, families usually
have more than one child with them when they go
to play. While play equipment may be designed to
be accessible, in Australia there are no specific
playground equipment access standards, and no
disability certification requirement or process.
Liberty Swings, specifically designed for wheelchair
users, while enjoyed by some people, don’t help to
include children. People said that a problem with
these swings is that councils put them in and then
believe they have ‘done access’. The liberty swing is
fenced and locked, and accessing swing keys was
also mentioned as being difficult, so they can’t be
used spontaneously. If Liberty Swings are included
in play provision, they need to be well managed and
suitable for all abilities.
Adding value to play spaces in terms of access
and inclusivity can help meet the needs of children
and carers with or without disability by introducing
sensory features and art, creating beautiful,
interesting spaces that people want to come to and
stay for a while. Ideas included:
• sensory gardens with fragrant and tactile plants
• patterned sunshades over some seating to
create interest as the sun’s angle changes
• Indigenous influence, such as tracks of native
animals and Noongar Wadjuk names with signs
acknowledging traditional owners
• artwork along paths, such as a walk with
hidden gnomes
• art to create shadow, patterns and coloured
glass creating shapes and pictures
• bridges and streams, shallow pebbled ponds
• music drums, bells, chimes at accessible height
• balls to spin with sounds inside
• colours, textures and shiny objects
• textured, winding pathways for sensory input,
animal prints along pathways.
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A variety of suggestions of how to increase the
inclusivity of play equipment stemming from the
workshop included:
• tunnels, bridges – ensuring they are accessible
• water play: nature spaces, grass mounds,
splash pads, fountains
• equipment of various heights, making sure to
use any space below raised equipment
• location of equipment on smooth surfaces to
ensure inclusion for wheelchair users
• large round swing and trampoline mat.
• flying fox, with seat and seat belt
• pyramid of rope, have net seats near the bottom
• wheelchair accessible gym equipment,
exercise stations
• roundabouts with wheelchair access
• learning opportunities such as plant
signs, native animal information, history,
conversation starters
• table games such as chess and checkers
• a maze
• an area with bike (and wheelchair) tracks like
roads with road signs.
Safety
Accessible and inclusive play spaces should be safe
to visit for a number of reasons in order for people
to feel they can access them. Parents feel that the
fencing off of play spaces keeps their children safe
as they often have more than one child to supervise.
Families do base their decision to access a play
space or not on whether fencing is present.
Participants commented that anti-social behaviour
stops them going to some parks. To feel more
secure, good lighting, visibility from the street,
security patrols and potentially CCTV were features
mentioned that may improve a sense of safety.
Some participants requested shade over play areas
and footpaths, for comfort and sun protection.
People also said that while shade trees are
important, there needs to be consideration about
the selection of tree species planted, and potential
problems they can cause. For example, people said
that honky nuts are a problem for wheelchairs and
for people unsteady on their feet. People also raised
concerns about bird droppings causing hygiene
problems if trees are over seats and picnic tables.
Facilities to help people stay longer
People with disabilities and their families and
carers have historically not had the opportunity
to stay at places and events as long as other
people. This is because there has been a lack of
accessible facilities.

The workshop attendees offered a number of ideas
for possible facilities to help playground patrons
stay longer:
• clean, safe and accessible toilet facilities. Large
play spaces must include a ‘changing place’,
otherwise some people and families can’t
stay long
• fenced ‘dog toilet’ areas for guide and
assistance dogs, with ample supply of dog
waste bags and bins, best placed a little away
from play areas
• accessible paths throughout parks connecting
playgrounds, toilets, parking and to barbecues
and picnic tables that can be used by people
in wheelchairs
• solid shelters over seating and tables for allweather protection near barbecues
• accessible water fountains
• food and drinks: several people said that having
access to food and drinks on site is a major
drawcard; it means they can visit the play space
spontaneously and stay longer
Community
Workshop participants said that accessible
and inclusive parks and play spaces should
become community hubs for people of all ages,
cultures and abilities. As well as being near other
community gathering places such as shops and
leisure facilities, and having food and drinks on site.
As well, participants supported intergenerational
spaces that include a wider age range or equipment
including seniors.
Frequency of use of play spaces
Workshop participants said that they would visit
parks and play spaces in the City regularly if they
were more accessible and inclusive. For large
regional play spaces, participants said they would
frequent more so during school holidays and
generally two to three times a month or monthly.
People said they would go more often if there was
a food truck, and if the play space was inclusive,
multi-aged and fun. When it came to small local
parks and playgrounds, people said they would
go weekly or twice weekly, especially if they
were improved to be more accessible, inclusive
and interesting.
Workshop participants, almost all from the City
and adjoining local government areas, mentioned
a number of play spaces they already go to meet
their needs. All these play spaces are outside of the
City of Canning, which demonstrates that people
are prepared to travel some distance if a play space
contains the features they need and enjoy.
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9. PLAYGROUND SETTINGS
9.1 Introduction
Playgrounds are environments that include play infrastructure (built playgrounds), inclusive of
complementary facilities and landscapes. The playgrounds addressed in this document do not include BMX
facilities, skate parks, exercise sites or sport facilities.

9.1.1 Park Classification
Playgrounds are generally located in parks that are classified under the Department of Local Government,
Sport and Cultural Industries (DLGSCI) ‘Classification Framework for Public Open Space’ as firstly having a
functionality categorised as:
1. Recreational Space: Recreation spaces provide a setting for informal play and physical activity,
relaxation and social interaction
2. Sport Spaces: Sport spaces provide a setting for formal structured sporting activities
3. Nature Spaces: Nature spaces provide a setting where people can enjoy nearby nature, and protect local
biodiversity and natural area values
Secondly, public open spaces are categorised based on catchment hierarchy (Figure 17):
1. Pocket Open Space: These open spaces are not described within the DLGSCI classification; however,
they serve the local residents. They are less than 0.4 ha in area
2. Local Open Space: Small parklands for passive recreational use for local residents within 400m, or a
five-minute walk. The typical size is 0.4 ha to 1 ha in area
3. Neighbourhood Open Space: These serve as the recreational and social focus of a community and are
located within 800 m, or a ten-minute walk, of residents. The typical size is 1 ha to 5 ha in area
4. District Open Space: Principally designed to provide for organised, formal sport, these are located within
two kilometres, or a five-minute drive, of residents. Typical size is 5 ha to 15+ ha in area
5. Regional Open Space: May accommodate important recreation and organised sport spaces as well as
significant conservation and/or environmental features. Can include substantial facilities. Size can vary
based on function, though they can exceed 20+ ha in area
The size of playgrounds in the City does not necessarily relate to the DLGSCI park classification (Table 9
and Figure 17). Some sports grounds (District Parks) have only small local playgrounds, while some small
local parks have larger district style playgrounds. Ideally, park and playground functionality should align.
Table 9: Breakdown of Reserves by DLGSCI classification and playgrounds per classification

Classification

# of
Reserves

Total Ha

Playgrounds

% of Total
Park Area

% With
Playgrounds

Regional Open Space

5

242.45

1

34%

20%

District Open Space

22

212.38

22

30%

100%

Neighbourhood
Open Space

81

193.5

50

27%

62%

Local Open Space

65

40.01

29

6%

45%

Pocket Open Space

105

19.97

40

3%

38%
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Figure 17: Parks and Reserves distributions by Department of Local Government, Sport and Cultural Industries
- catchment hierarchy classification
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Figure 18 below displays City reserves based on size as classified under the DLGSCI guidelines. These
classifications do not represent the development or nature of the reserves as some are undeveloped or not
suited for playground provision – particularly the Regional Open Space in Canning Vale, the land fill site in
Canning Vale along Ranford Road and Whaleback golf course – while Centenary Park in Wilson is only partly
developed and the Regional Open Space in Queens Park is largely bushland.

N

Playground within DLGSCI
Park Classification
Suburbs
Regional
District
Neighbourhood
Local
Pocket

0

1

2km

Figure 18: Playground distributions by Department of Local Government,
Sport and Cultural Industries - catchment hierarchy classification
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9.1.2 Size and Diversity of Playgrounds
9.1.2.1 Pocket, Local and Neighbourhood Playgrounds
Most of the City’s playgrounds, even those in district parks, are local playgrounds with simple equipment
– typically a swing, a slide, a rocker and some climbing equipment. This approach limits the range of play
opportunities – and therefore skills development – available to children.
Playgrounds in pocket, local and neighbourhood parks typically have fewer pieces of equipment but are
easily accessible on foot with a pram, or by bicycle for older children. Visits to these playgrounds are
usually of shorter duration and are often incorporated into daily or weekly routines. A very high proportion
(84%) of the City’s playgrounds can be found within these parks.

9.1.2.2 District Playgrounds
District playgrounds are of intermediate size and are usually located in parks with other attractions,
such as sports grounds, public buildings or scenic appeal. Sixteen percent (16%) of the City’s playgrounds
are located within District Open Space. District playgrounds should generally have a wider range of play
equipment and can include elements of intergenerational play (i.e., activities for carers, such as exercise
sites) and elements for children of all abilities.
In the City, there are a few district playgrounds with more complex equipment, such as those at the Civic
Centre, Shelley Beach Park, Low Quay Café, Sir Albert Jennings Park and Bannister Creek.

9.1.2.3 Regional Playgrounds
The City does not have a regional playground. Regional playgrounds offer a large range of
equipment and provide an exciting, attractive focus for community events and special outings.
The diversity of equipment and size of a regional playground (>500 m2) caters for all
abilities and disabilities (all inclusive), a greater demographic range (younger and older
children along with carers) and high patronage.
People are usually willing to travel some distance to visit regional playgrounds,
and as most people need to use public or private transport to reach a
regional playground, the trip is planned and the visit may last for several
hours. A regional playground does not need to be co-located with other
attractions; it can be a destination in itself. District and regional
playgrounds therefore need to be able to cater for longer visits,
with parking available and facilities such as toilets, picnic tables
and barbeques provided.
Regional playgrounds, particularly located near commercial
centres, can support economic development by attracting
people from outside the Local Government boundary as
well as encouraging residents to stay within the City
to patronise a regional playground. As such, they
attract economic stimulus for the community:
visitors may patronise restaurants, retail
stores and other local businesses.
Regional parks, along with associated
regional playgrounds, have a number
of social and economic benefits to the
local community; therefore, a strategically
located regional playground within the
City of Canning may bring significant benefits
to residents and the local community.
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9.1.3 Nature Play
Nature play is any activity that gets children active or thinking actively outdoors, with the end goal of
building skills and ability to play without the need for parental or adult control (Nature Play 2016). Nature
play includes any unstructured play outdoors such as bike riding, climbing a tree or over rocks and logs,
playing on logs and bushes and in streams etc.
There is a growing trend towards incorporating a nature play space in the design of playgrounds, and
studies are showing the increased benefits associated with nature play, when compared to traditional
play equipment.
University of Western Australia research has found that natural playgrounds provide children with more
opportunities than traditional playgrounds to develop gross motor skills (Wood and Martin 2010). Contact
with nature was linked to improved cognitive function, increased activity, improved interaction with adults,
reduced attention deficit hyperactivity disorder symptoms and reduced rates of aggression.
The traditional steel and plastic playgrounds (modular) are not necessarily meeting all the needs or
expectations of a children’s play environment. The functions of a playground should encourage contact
and interaction with nature as well as physical activity, social interaction, creativity and problem-solving
(Dyment and Bell 2008; Wood and Martin 2010).
The form and setting of a playground help to make it effective; if natural elements are included – such as
logs, rocks, sand and water – a nature-based playground offers unstructured play opportunities where
children can explore different textures, colours and forms. According to Fjortoft (2001), children perceive
these playgrounds as being challenging and engaging. Studies have shown that adding nature play areas
significantly promotes vigorous activity, a wider variety of children’s interests, satisfies a wider variety of
activities and exploration of the natural world.
There are two hybrid nature play areas in Canning at present: at Bannister Creek in Lynwood (Figure
19) and Fern Park in Wilson. These hybrid playgrounds incorporate nature play elements along with
constructed play equipment. There is also a variety of publicly-accessible remnant natural bushland
throughout the City.
Figure 19: Bannister Creek, Lynwood Nature Play
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9.1.4 Future Design
With increased knowledge of the benefits of nature play, the City can improve the design of playgrounds
by adding natural elements to new and existing playgrounds. A typical local playground in the City is, on
average, 100-150m2 and typically contains a swing, a slide, a rocker and some climbing equipment (figure
20). Simple enhancements to this design – for example, more trees for shade/climbing, garden beds with
native species around the play area, stepping stones/logs and other nature play elements – could improve
the current design and maximise benefits to users (figures 21 and 22).
The proposed evolution of traditional local playgrounds to incorporate additional nature play elements is
highlighted in the design sketches below.

Figure 20: Traditional playground setting

Figure 20 shows a traditional playground setting, which includes a sand pit, a border and functional play
equipment. Image of the playground in Aragon Park, Wilson, represents the traditional playground setting
provided by the City.

Aragon Park – Local Playground, Wilson
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Figure 21: Local Playground

Figure 21 shows a traditional playground setting (sand pit, border and functional play equipment) with
the addition of more trees, which provide shade and contribute to the nature play setting. One end of
the playground also has a developed garden bed with native plants that incorporates elements such as
balancing logs and climbing boulders.
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Figure 22: District Playground

Figure 22 shows a traditional playground setting (sand pit, border and functional play equipment), with the
addition of more trees to provide shade and contribute to the nature play setting. Again, around half the
playground perimeter has a developed native garden bed that incorporates nature play elements such as
balancing logs, climbing boulders, stepping stones/logs and so on.

9.1.4.1 Future Design Costs
Nature play is a recent and evolving element in the City’s play structure and the true costs of infrastructure
and maintenance are yet to be fully appreciated. Installation costs will revolve around materials and
are set aside for nature play as a component of playground design. The City has the option to use
prefabricated climbing materials or natural products such as logs, boulders, stepping stones/logs and
so on, and material choices will influence installation costs as well as maintenance costs. However, it
could be reasonably expected that a nature play elements will be significantly less than the cost of a
small playground.
The City’s current costing process for the maintenance of hybrid playgrounds does not separate costs
between the nature play and traditional playground elements. In order to understand the accurate cost
of maintaining the nature play component of playgrounds, it is recommended that the City create a
separate work order to log staff time and maintenance costs separately to the costs of the traditional
play equipment. This will inform the City of the resourcing needs for nature play and enable a strategic
approach to increasing nature play hybrid playgrounds in understanding the maintenance consequences.
Once the nature play maintenance costs are better understood the City can rationalise resources to
fully appreciate how many local playgrounds can be made hybrid playgrounds. It is recommended that a
prototype trial adaption of an existing modular playground be undertaken.
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9.1.5 Informal Play
Informal play, similar to nature play, refers to unstructured play and can be the use of the whole park area
as a play space by children such as playing in trees, water puddles, natural bushland and or materials
found in the park such as sticks and branches, through to elements introduced to the park deliberately by
the City for children to play on such as sand hills and logs.
Recently (2018), the City introduced a sand hill within Bicentennial Adenia Park, Riverton, next to the
existing playground to provide children an alternative to the traditional style of play. Through casual
observance of the sand hill it was noticed that it is heavily used by the children as they play alternately
between the sand hill and the existing playground.
A similar initiative was also conducted recently (2018) at Ferndale Park, Ferndale, the main trunk and
loose branches from a large tree were trimmed of sharp protrusions and were placed in the vicinity of the
existing playground, the logs have been observed to be regularly frequented by children.
The City should continue to explore these informal play opportunities as they can expand the play
experience of children by complementing existing play facilities. Further, these informal play initiatives are
significantly less expensive compared to traditional play equipment.

Sand Hill at Bicentennial Adenia Park

Logs placed at Ferndale Park

9.1.6 Current Research
In 2019 the City commissioned Curtin University researchers to run a research trial examining the potential
of play in green spaces and interrogating the use of space to critically reflect on children’s development
and the development of community.
The project included purposeful design of outdoor play spaces. The project facilitated children’s, Belonging,
first to family and community, Being, in the present and building relationships with others and Becoming
as their right to be fully active in society (DEEWR 2008).
The project focused on the relationship the child and caregiver had to the environment and the trial
revolved around the design of a number of play structures derived from an attempt to link STEM concepts
(Standards for science, technology, engineering and maths) with architectural forms. The interactions
of the children and their caregivers with the trial materials prompted a new understanding of what
constitutes play and play spaces, and indicated the potential for small interventions which could integrate
infrastructure within the strategy of play. These can provide all who engage in play with positive challenges
which reinforce existing skills and capacities and create new ones.
A continuation of this research collaboration will see further engagement with communities in the City
regarding the ongoing development of play in an urban context, with a view to enhance social sustainability
outcomes. Such research will help to analyse how urban design and community-building processes
can inform the practice of play, helping the City in being a healthy, inclusive and a sustainable city. The
work will explore how self-initiated play spaces can be enhanced through meaningful interventions and
processes to create conversations that allow for greater sense of community understanding and belonging,
both to the physical and the civic, as well as creating a sense of place.
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9.2 Shade
Shade in playgrounds is important due to both the health risks associated with prolonged exposure to direct
sunlight, and that exposed equipment becomes hot and therefore, potentially unusable, during the hottest
time of the day. Shade is generally provided either by tree cover or by canopy structures (shade sails). There
are drawbacks to both, and most playgrounds are exposed to sunlight for at least part of the day when both of
these methods are used.

9.2.1 Natural Shade
Shade distribution shifts seasonally and over the course of the day, and individual site constraints do not
always allow playgrounds to be placed to make the best use of existing shade; for trees to be planted; or for
structures to be erected to create shade in the required locations.
The use of natural shade is the primary approach by the City for shade provision as shade from trees provides
environmental and social values and, once established, trees have relatively low maintenance requirements
compared to shade structures. Of the City’s 142 playgrounds - 106 are within 10m of tree canopy with a height
of 6m and 56 of these playgrounds are within 10m of tree canopy with a height of 15m or more - however, not
all of these trees are located in positions where their shade is cast over the playgrounds or, if they do cast
certain shade, the amount of shade cast is dependent on multiple factors.
Table 10 below shows the calculations for shade cast by tree height at the summer solstice for Perth, WA
(21 December 2016). Most playgrounds will be closer to tree canopy than 10m and the table shows that the
optimal usage of tree shade is before 10am and after 3pm. However, leading up to and beyond the summer
solstice, shadows will lengthen and the optimal length of time for shade use would increase.1
The playgrounds provided by the City are not designed for all weather (protect users from all-weather
elements such as high wind, sun and rain i.e. inclement weather) and they should be used responsibly. Carers
minding children should be aware of issues with children using playgrounds at the hottest times of the day.
The information provided in Table 10 can be a guide for carers.
Playgrounds with trees on their northern side would benefit most from natural shade; playgrounds with trees
orientated on their western side have increased shade benefits from the late afternoon sun, while trees on
the eastern side provide shade in the morning. Trees on the southern side provide limited shade benefits
to playground users. The City needs to further investigate the orientation of trees around playgrounds and,
where practical, to plant trees for the best-suited orientation.
Table 10: Calculation of shadow cast by trees
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Note: Table 10 shows shadows cast at tree heights based on the summer solstice (21 December 2016) for Perth, Western Australia
using the longitude and latitude for Cannington. The table is a guide only, as shade cast by tree canopy will vary depending on the
time of year, closeness of playground to canopy, actual extent of canopy cover, tree shape, topography, and tree species.
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Figure 23: Kennon Park, Willetton

Figure 23 shows an example of a playground at Kennon Park, Willetton within 10m of tree canopy,
being shaded by tree canopy that is at a height of 6 m or greater. Note that the shadows cast indicates
morning sun.
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9.2.2 Shade Structures
To provide protection from ultraviolet light, the City uses shade cloth supported by poles. The City currently
has 22 playgrounds with shade structures in parks (Whaleback Golf Course, Coker Park, East Cannington
Park, Groundlark Park, Bywater Park, Thomas Moore Park, Fern Park, Cunnington Park, Morning Cloud
Park, Fairfield Park, Warwick Park, Kinnerton Park, Brinkley Park, Lenhay Park, Charles Treasure Park,
Willetton Park, Sheldrake Park, Purley Park, Fleetwood Park, Ferndale Park and Russell Park).
There are considerable costs in the provision, repair and replacement of artificial shade structures, such as
shade cloth, which are of sufficient size to cover playgrounds adequately. Vandalism is also very common
for shade sails in unsupervised, publicly-accessible areas and anecdotally, local governments report arson
attacks that necessitate canopy replacement.
To minimise vandalism, shade sails need to be at a certain height according to Australian Standard
(AS4685: 2017) – effectively reducing the provision of shade on the ground. In addition to the installation
costs and maintenance/repair costs, shade structures require anti-vandal climbing-prevention devices;
these cost approximately $2,000 per playground if installed retrospectively and less if installed with
shade structures. The cost of installing a shade structure can be $25,000 for a local-sized playground,
significantly increasing the cost of the playground.
If the City were to provide shade structures for each playground, the budget for playground provision/
replacement could be expected to almost double. An estimate for shade structure provision to all
playgrounds calculated a cost upward of $3,000,000.
The appropriate planting of trees is cheaper than the costs of installing shade structures and, once
established, trees cost less to maintain. Trees also contribute significantly to the setting of a playground
and the environment on the whole, as trees have multiple synergistic benefits compared to shade
structures. However, sand sifting costs may increase resulting from an increase in frequency of sand clean
due to debris from the trees.
The use of shade structures should be considered in strategic locations, such as those parks with larger
District/Regional playgrounds or where trees may be inappropriate due to lack of space or the area too
large to be covered by tree shade alone. Cancer Council Western Australia recommends a multifaceted
approach to being sun smart, including shade provision – in conjunction with other protective measures,
such as sun-protective clothing, hats, sunglasses and sunscreen – as an effective protection against
UV radiation.
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9.2.3 Strategic Approach to Shade
Where playgrounds are afforded adequate natural shade, trees should be maintained as the principal
shade provision. It is recommended that the City review all playgrounds and increase shade with further
appropriate tree planting to enhance locations that already have trees providing shade. Where there is no
shade provision, shade structures should be installed and appropriate trees planted at the same time so
that the maturing trees will eventually replace the need for renewal of shade structures. The following
points should be taken into consideration in relation to trees used for shade provision:
• Orientation of tree planting to playgrounds (North, East-West)
• Relocate playgrounds to areas of suitable tree cover if practicable
• Plant appropriate shade trees to provide maximum shade at maturity
• Undertake spatial/orientation analysis of each playground in terms of the best location of trees
to provide shade in the summer
• Provide shade cover for new and renewal playgrounds but plant trees with appropriate orientation
to playgrounds at the same time so that shade cover will not need to be replaced in the future
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9.3 Undersurface (Soft Fall)
The City predominantly uses sand as the playground undersurface. The soft fall (undersurfacing) beneath
play equipment is used to attenuate the risk of injury due to falls. The Australian Standard for playground
undersurfacing considers fall heights, fall zones, the impact-absorbing capacity of various materials,
general hazards and the performance qualities of materials. Western Australia is fortunate in having a
plentiful and inexpensive supply of non-compacting sand, and this material is used as the undersurfacing
in the majority of the City’s playgrounds.
As its preference, the City uses non-compacting sand for the undersurfacing of playgrounds due to its
advantages over other materials (see Table 11). These include moderate capital costs and high play value;
it also reflects heat, displaces readily (which helps prevent injury), rarely requires replacement and the
readily-available sands are locally sourced.
In terms of maintenance, non-compacting sand requires regular raking and sieving to remove debris, and
occasional topping up of the sand. The raking and sieving can remove contaminants successfully, and the
potential for contaminants to cause puncture wounds is reduced because the sand displaces under foot
pressure. The advantages and disadvantages of commonly used undersurfacing materials are set out in
table 11.
Table 11: Comparative undersurfacing attributes of common materials

FACTOR
Capital cost

Non-compacting sand
moderate

Milled pine bark

Bonded particulate
rubber polymer

moderate

very high

moderate

low-moderate (Colouring,
pictures & patterns in
the rubber contribute to
the value)

Play value

high

Contamination

can rake or sieve to remove
contaminants successfully,
material displaces under
foot pressure so puncture
wound risk lessened

very hard to identify and
remove contaminants

most contaminants easily
identified and removed
however anecdotal
reports of glass and
other sharp objects being
deliberately embedded

Maintenance
requirement

regular raking and sieving
occasional topping-up

regular rotary hoeing and
regular detailed inspection
for contaminants along with
topping up

sweeping up or blowing
debris away and conforming
to Australian standards

Maintenance cost

moderate

moderate

low (except when vandalism
occurs as rubber is
relatively expensive to repair
or replace)

Thermal properties

reflects heat

holds heat

holds heat

Displacement

displaces readily, which is
good for preventing injury,
but can blow out of place
in high winds, may require
periodic re-levelling

limited displacement scours
beneath swings and at base
of slides so requires regular
re-levelling material may
float if waterlogged

does not displace

Replacement

rarely requires replacement

needs to be replaced
periodically

needs to be replaced
periodically

Other

WA sand is non-compacting
because of particle shape
and lack of clay in material,
unlike sand in many
other places

other mulches not suitable
due to risk of splinters,
need to be playground grade
(suitable for playgrounds)

anecdotal reports of friction
burns and shear-fractures.
appears neat, clean
and colourful
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9.4 Fencing
Under the current City of Canning Policy (ET522: Park Management – Fencing of Parks, Reserves and
Playgrounds), fencing is restricted to high-use playgrounds within dog exercise areas, or playgrounds
adjacent to high-traffic-volume roads or other significant hazards.
The City currently has 11 parks with playground fencing: Hedley Park, Montes Park, Vellgrove Park,
Whaleback Park, Willetton Park, Prendwick Park, Shelley/Rossmoyne Foreshore (Liberty swing), Hillview
Park, Judy Pannell Park, Alderley Park, Sheldrake Park and Shelley Park.

9.5 Lighting
The City provides passive lighting to a number of its parks. Passive lighting is generally installed in
association with infrastructure such as pathways, car parks, buildings and public toilets. The City’s Public
Open Space Strategy (2015) reports that lighting within POS is generally good, with over three quarters of
all sites containing lighting. However, the lighting is often limited to car parking, buildings, sports pitches
and peripheral infrastructure. Lighting along paths was only present on 20 POS sites.
There is the potential to investigate passive solar lighting in playgrounds to increase access in the evenings
as well as enhance security. It could be considered cost prohibitive to provide lighting to all playgrounds as
estimates range from $5,000 to $15,000 per playground, depending on the quality of the lighting. However,
larger playgrounds associated with high-use infrastructure, such as community buildings and sports
reserves, could benefit from lighting to complement the patronage of the associated facilities.
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10. CURRENT & FUTURE REQUIREMENTS
The current provision of playgrounds is not evenly spread across suburbs within the City in terms of users
per playground (Figure 24). The numbers of playground users within each suburb and current playground
users for every playground are determined by Australian Bureau of Statistics census data (2016), as well as
future population trends to 2026 and 2036, assuming there are no additional playgrounds.
Table 12 presents the current number of playground users per suburb and estimated numbers of users in
2026 and 2036. The average across the City is 89 users per playground; Bentley has the lowest number of
users per playground with 51; in contrast, Canning Vale has the highest number of users per playground
with 161 – considerably higher than the average of 89.
Looking at demographic trends, while Shelley is expected to have a stable demographic of playground
users over the period to 2036, Cannington is projected to experience a significant increase in playground
users during this period (74 to 203) and there will be an increasing demand for playgrounds that will not be
met should further provision not be considered. The user demographics and future change is tabulated in
Table 12 and displayed in Figures 24 and 25 in regard to playground provision per playground users.
Figure 24: The current and future number of playground users to every
playground by suburb (assuming no additional playgrounds are provided)
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Table 12: Tabulated representation of current and future trends in playground provision per playground users per
suburb (assuming no additional playgrounds provided)

Suburb

Playground
Users /
Playground
(Current)

Playground
Users /
Playground
(2026)

Playground
Users /
Playground
(2036)

Change to
2026 From
Current

Change to
2036

Average

89

105

114

16 (18%)

25 (28%)

Bentley

50

72

85

22 (44%)

35 (70%)

Canning Vale

161

158

147

-4 (-2%)

-14 (-9%)

Cannington

74

129

203

55 (75%)

129 (175%)

East Cannington

135

154

162

19 (14%)

27 (20%)

Ferndale

86

98

96

12 (14%)

10 (12%)

Lynwood

51

54

56

3 (6%)

5 (10%)

Parkwood

129

125

121

-4 (-3%)

-7 (-6%)

Queens Park

113

134

142

21 (18%)

29 (25%)

Riverton

107

124

136

17 (16%)

29 (27%)

Rossmoyne

58

77

76

20 (34%)

19 (33%)

Shelley

118

119

123

1 (1%)

5 (4%)

St James

120

154

159

34 (28%)

39 (33%)

Willetton Leeming

91

103

107

12 (14%)

16 (18%)

Wilson

55

63

66

9 (16%)

12 (21%)

*Total (142
playgrounds x
average users)

12638

14910

16188

2272 (18%)

3550 (28%)

*Note: Total playground users provides the City with a quantitative number for benchmarking the service level for play provision.
This enables the City to continue to provide the level of provision of play into the future by benchmarking current provision.
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Figure 25: Representation in the forecasted change in playground users per playground per suburb to 2026 and 2036.
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Note: Suburbs Willetton and Leeming are grouped together as this is how the ID data is provided, and is
based on Leeming only having a small section of the suburb area located within the City’s boundary.
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In the representation of forecasted change in playground users per playground through to 2036 (Figures
24 and 25), Cannington will increase playground usage by greater than 120 users per playground (175%).
Bentley will experience an increase of approximately 35 playground users per playground (70%), and St
James (39, 33%), Rossmoyne (19, 33%) and Riverton (29, 27%) will also experience significant increases
in playground users. Given that the City’s average predicted increase per suburb is 24 playground users
per playground, these suburbs would be viewed as requiring priority consideration for an increase in
playground provision in forward planning.
While some suburbs are expected to experience significant increases in playground users, Canning Vale
and Parkwood are expected to experience a decrease. Canning Vale is expected to see a negative trend that
will see a decrease by 14 (9%) playground users per playground to 2036 and Parkwood will decrease by 7
(6%). East Cannington, Ferndale, Lynwood, Queens Park, Shelley, Willetton-Leeming and Wilson will all
experience average to below average increases in playground users per playground.
Although the focus on the use of play provision is for playground users, the 60-69 age group is also an
important demographic, due to the number of children who visit and who are cared for by grandparents.
In the City, the current estimated population in 2036 within this age bracket is 8,684 – approximately 10%
of the City’s total population. When considering playground provision in terms of age demographics, the
60-69-year-old demographic needs to be incorporated into forward planning to ensure all demographics
have locally accessible playgrounds that are not over-utilised.
At present, the average number of 60-69-year-olds per playground is 61. Parkwood has the highest
number in this demographic per playground with 138, while Lynwood has the lowest with 27.
The average change in the number of 60-69-year-olds per playground to 2036 (Figure 26 - 27 and Table
13) is an increase of 7; significant above-average increases will be seen by Cannington (72, 203%), Queens
Park (32, 99%), Wilson (16, 43%), East Cannington (20, 36%) and St James (20, 29%).
Bentley (1, 4%) and Lynwood (1, 3%) will be relatively stable with a small increase, Rossmoyne (7, 14%) and
Shelley (9, 9%) will experience around average increases, while decreases in carers per playground will be
experienced in Canning Vale (-11, -9%), Ferndale (-11, -13%), Parkwood (-11, -8%), Riverton (-4, -5%) and
Willetton - Leeming (-15, -22%).
This demographic in relation to playgrounds can be seen in Figures 26 and 27 and tabulated in Table 13.
Figure 26: The number of people in the 60-69-year-old age group (carers) per playground by suburb to 2036.
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Table 13: Tabulated representation of current and future trends in playground provision per playground users per
suburb (assuming no additional playgrounds provided)
Suburb

Number
60-69- year-olds /
Playground (Current)

Number
60-69- year-olds /
Playground (2026)

Number
60-69- year-olds /
Playground (2036)

Change to
2026 From
Current

Change to
2036

Average

61

63

Bentley

31

31

68

2 (3%)

7 (11%)

33

-1 (-3%)

1 (4%)

Canning Vale

118

125

107

8 (7%)

-11 (9%)

Cannington

35

61

108

25 (71%)

72 (203%)

East Cannington

56

72

75

17 (30%)

20 (36%)

Ferndale

85

73

75

-12 (15%)

-11 (13%)

Lynwood

27

29

28

2 (6%)

1 (3%)

Parkwood

138

135

127

-3 (-2%)

-11 (-8%)

Queens Park

33

46

65

13 (40%)

32 (99%)

Riverton

69

62

66

-7 (-10%)

-4 (-5%)

Rossmoyne

51

62

58

12 (23%)

7 (14%)

Shelley

107

113

116

6 (6%)

9 (9%)

St James

70

89

90

19 (27%)

20 (29%)

Willetton - Leeming

71

56

56

-15 (-21%)

-15 (-22%)

Wilson

37

51

53

14 (38%)

16 (43%)

Total (142 playgrounds x
average users)

8662

8946

9656

284 (3%)

994 (14%)

Figure 27: Representation in the change in 60-69-year-olds (carers) per playground provided by suburb to 2026 and 2036.
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The analysis of current and future trends is a geographical (by suburb) analysis of playground provision that provides
important information to the City in terms of forward planning. Without regard to other factors that may explain
playground distribution, some suburbs will experience significant changes to playground requirements over the period to
2036. The data indicates that for both demographics (playground users and carers), the focus for increasing playground
provision will largely be in the north of the City, with the exception of Canning Vale and Parkwood. Even with the
decreasing demographic of young children and the relatively modest increase in the older age group, Canning Vale and
Parkwood are currently under-supplied in playgrounds.

11. PROXIMITY TO PLAYGROUNDS
The distribution of playgrounds by suburb does not
fully represent access to playgrounds by residents
because proximity is also an integral consideration,
and those suburbs underrepresented may have
playgrounds within their residents’ proximity to
neighbouring suburbs. The distribution of residential
properties in relation to non-residential properties
may also reduce the need for playground provision
if playground proximity to residential properties is
adequate. For example, some suburbs may have
a higher proportion of non-residential land and
therefore a reduced requirement for playgrounds.
An analysis of residential properties within the
vicinity of a playground will further inform playground
forward planning.
Access to playgrounds within 400m of an individual’s
residence is particularly important in ensuring
that sufficient infrastructure is available to support
family activities. The City’s Public Open Space
Strategy (2015) highlighted the breadth of playground
provision across the City. It is notable that 60% of
all designated Public Open Space (POS) contains
a playground.
The main summary findings of the Public Open
Space Strategy in relation to playground access are:
• 50% of the Canning population of 0-4-year-olds
and 49% of the population of 5-14-year-olds had
access to a playground in a park within 400m
walking distance
• 58.1% of all residential cadastre had access to
a playground within the City of Canning within
400m walking distance.2
One aim of the Play Provision Strategy is to achieve
equitable playground distribution so that, where
possible, properties zoned for residential use would
have access to a playground within 400m and not
be required to cross a major transport route or
other barrier. This proximity recognises that users
include people with very young children, older
children who are allowed to go out to the park
unaccompanied, and more elderly people who may
be minding grandchildren.
Access to nearby playgrounds is considered
important because urban infill development
increases user numbers for existing playgrounds,
and reduces the private open space in backyards that
used to be available to children for play. In addition,
the increasing traffic volume generated by infill
development creates barriers for children, preventing
them moving safely to adjacent neighbourhoods.
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The access to playgrounds assessment in Figure 28
provides an indication only of the catchment for each
playground, because the 400m radius represents the
direct distance from the playground, not taking into
account available pedestrian routes provided by the
road and public access-way layout in the vicinity of
each park. Accordingly, it is not recommended that
the catchment area for each playground be increased
to 450m or 500m, because residents on the outer
edge of a playground catchment will probably already
be travelling more than 400m by accessible route to a
playground from a residence.
Although this strategy has a strong focus on
accessibility and equity in the distribution of
playgrounds, there is an alternative approach that
focuses principally on a philosophy that fewer,
larger playgrounds will provide more interesting play
opportunities for the same investment, even if most
visitors have to drive to the facility.
However, a report by ‘Parks Base’ in early 2013
determined that the less outdoor private space
residents have, the more likely they are to walk
rather than to drive to visit a park. The results
are based on 41,000 park user records collected
between 2004 and 2012 across Australia (Parks Base
2013). Further, the City’s sustainability principles
(see Section 7.0: Sustainability) are better met with
the focus on accessibility and equity in playground
distribution, particularly in terms of reduced
dependence on vehicle use and the associated fossil
fuel use and road congestion.
Perth is recognised as one of the most cardependent cities in the world. Decreasing levels of
physical exercise correlate with increasing health
problems in the population. Removing playgrounds
from parks is likely to be a disincentive for people
with children to walk to a park.
The spatial analysis in Figure 28 below shows that
a high proportion of residences are within 400m of
a playground; however, there are areas within some
suburbs – in particular, Shelley, East Cannington,
Queens Park, Parkwood and Canning Vale – that
have areas of residential properties not adequately
serviced by a local playground.
To ensure equitable access to playgrounds for
residential properties, the City undertook an
assessment of parks within these areas that may
be suitable for playground provision. In Table 14, a
number of parks have been identified that are within
the residential areas defined as not having access
to a playground within 400m; these parks have been
assessed as having potential to contain play facilities.

The 400m walking distance is based on unimpeded thoroughfare, such as on roads, pathways, public access ways, and parks and so on.

2
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Figure 28: Residential 400m access by direct distance to a playground
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Table 14: Potential locations for future playgrounds to increase playground accessibility within residential areas

Suburb

Shelley Rossmoyne

Rossmoyne

Canning Vale

Cannington

Parkwood

Queens Park

Reserve

Comment

Shelley/Rossmoyne Foreshore

Could be considered as a possible location
for additional play provision due to the
expanse of open space along the foreshore
and the high level of patronage. However
some sections of the foreshore are very
narrow and may not be suitable for
a playground

Central Park

This is a small Pocket Park that is
approximately 1000m2. There are some
large trees on the property and there may
be room for a small play infrastructure.

Akania Park, Burtonia Park,
Casuarina Park, The Green Park,
Quad Lane Park, The Haven,
Serpentine Trunk Ranford and
Connaught Park

These parks represent opportunities
for play facility provision as they are
well maintained and developed for
recreational use.

George Street Compensating Basin

This park is undeveloped; its primary
use is as a compensating basin with
minimal maintenance.

Blandfield Park

Blandfield Park is a well-maintained Pocket
Park and could contain play facilities; this
would facilitate access by residents.

Balaka/Yallambee Way Reserve is minimally
maintained Local and Pocket Parks with
Balaka Way/Yallambee Way Reserve, potential for play facilities. The Queens
and Queens Park Regional Open
Park Regional Recreational Park is
Space
included in the Queens Park Structure Plan,
which would incorporate play facilities in
the future.

Riverton

Adenia Park and Riverton Park

Adenia Park already has one playground.
This park covers a large area and the northwest section could potentially accommodate
a second playground. An additional
playground could be on the west side of
Riverton Park.

Willetton

Arlington Way, Woodthorpe Park,
Hawksbury Park, Aderyn Park and
Sheldrake Park.

These parks all have potential for more
play provision as they are developed and
well maintained.
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12. DISCUSSION
12.1 Overview
The analysis undertaken in this strategy has shown that most of the City’s play infrastructure is ageing
and is largely reliant on a well-established maintenance regime to keep the playgrounds functional and
safe. The distribution of the City’s playgrounds shows that most residents within the City have access to a
playground within 400m, although there are some areas where this is not the case.
The City’s playgrounds are predominantly located within Pocket and Local Park sizes that service a
small catchment size, with five playgrounds that potentially meet the characteristics of a district-sized
playground. The City does not have a regional-sized playground. Demographically, there is a clear change
in playground users and their carers expected over the years to 2036, as noted in the age classes 0<11
years and 60-69 years. This strategy highlights aspects of play provision within the City that can be
improved to increase benefits to the community and which are discussed in detail below.

12.2 Asset Management
According to Table 4 (Playground age classes), 43% of the City’s playgrounds were installed prior to
2001. From 2001, the City’s investment in play facilities has decreased, leading to a situation where this
asset class is considered to be ageing, with significant investment in playground infrastructure required
in the immediate future. The Australian Standards have been revised twice in the past 12 years, and
a significant number of the City’s playgrounds predate these revised standards. Playgrounds are
assessed for safety against the version of the standard that was current at the time of installation.
Should a playground be modified, the whole playground should be assessed against the standard
current at the time of the modification.
Though the age classes (noted in Figure 5) show an ageing infrastructure, the condition
of the City’s playgrounds rates overall as ‘average’ (see Figure 4). For an ageing asset
class, this rating indicates the City has conducted a thorough maintenance regime
over the life of the assets and, in the process, has extended the useful life of the
assets while maintaining safe infrastructure for playground users.
That the play facilities are in an average, safe condition does not
necessarily indicate they are still fit for purpose. Changes in the
design of play equipment and in the style of playgrounds may
make older playgrounds less attractive to children and
their carers. Further, the non-compliance with current
Australian Standards of the ageing playgrounds, though
maintained in a safe condition, is another drawback
of an ageing asset class.
Replacing the City’s ageing play facilities is a
priority recommendation of this strategy,
so that firstly, the playgrounds conform
to current Australian Standards and
secondly, to ensure that they are
fit for purpose with regard to
changing playground trends
and community needs.
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12.3 Capital Costs
The current replacement cost of the City’s playgrounds is estimated to be $4,040,905 and the current
written-down value is estimated at $798,516. The ageing nature of the play facilities reflects the difference
in the two values. Capital expenditure on play facilities, inclusive of shade provision, from 2010 has been,
on average, $157,322 per annum with a total expenditure of $1,415,901. The City expended $68,547 for the
playground renewal in Sill Park, Bentley in 2019/2020 and apart from Sill Park, $10,000 for additional shade
sails over the Russell Park Playground was also budgeted for in 2019/2020.
The ‘Asset Consumption Ratio’ (see Table 6) also highlights the aged condition of the play facilities and
shows that the ratio of depreciated value to the current replacement value is 20% – well below the standard
requirement of >50% and the >75% standard that would indicate an improving scenario. This highlights that
the City needs to invest urgently in play infrastructure, as renewal of the assets is
at a critically-low level.
The ‘Asset Sustainability Ratio’ is an approximation of the extent to which the play facilities are being
replaced as they reach their useful lives and shows the ratio of renewal expenditure. The annual
depreciation rate is 58% – well below the standard requirement of 90-100%. This highlights that current
renewal expenditure is approximately 60% of the depreciation rate. As per the ‘Asset Consumption Ratio’,
this highlights the need for a significant increase in the renewal expenditure of this asset class.
Based on the industry standard useful life of playgrounds (15 years), for the City to replace the necessary
proportion of playgrounds that are already beyond the standard would require a minimum $1,800,000
($450,000 per year if staged over a four-year period) and over the following six years an average of $150,000
per year would be required to replace further ageing infrastructure.
The option exists to remove playgrounds where one playground is situated within any 400m radius of
another, provided there is no loss of access to residential properties as a result. The average conservative
cost to renew a local and pocket park playground in the City is approximately $50,000; the removal of
playgrounds would inevitably reduce renewal costs by a factor of the number of playgrounds removed
and the average cost, which has the potential to significantly reduce the overall renewal costs for this
asset class. The process of selecting which playgrounds to remove would involve extensive community
consultation, and the removal of playgrounds is likely to cause local community concern.
Should the City not increase its investment in play provision to renew the ageing playgrounds, the City
would need to, at some point in the near future, consider the removal of playgrounds based on their overall
age and condition.
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Given the projected increase in playground users and carers within the City – and the consequent increase
in demand/usage of playgrounds – while the removal of playgrounds would reduce renewal costs, the
increasing demand on the remaining playgrounds would likely result in the need to increase the size of
these playgrounds, thereby negating the reduction in renewal costs.
Playground capital costs apply to new playground installation as well as playground renewal. The 400m
access analysis (see Figure 28) shows that Shelley, East Cannington, Queens Park, Parkwood and Canning
Vale have residential areas without access to playgrounds. Dabchick Park in East Cannington, which has
only recently been developed, contains a new playground and this reduced the issue of accessibility in that
area. The current Queens Park Regional Open Space Master Plan includes a proposed District playground,
which would address the lack of accessibility in that area, though this is not likely to be completed in the
short term.
To provide play opportunities to the residential areas lacking 400m access, the City would need to install at
least three playgrounds in Canning Vale and one each in Shelley, East Cannington, and Parkwood – a total
of six new playgrounds – at an estimated cost of $420,000, not including potential costs for shade provision.
These costs are higher than replacing playgrounds as new undersurfacing (play pits/soft fall) need to
be established.
In addition to the renewal of ageing playgrounds, the City is seeing an increase in the number of requests
for shade provision for playgrounds. If the City was to provide shade sails to all playgrounds without shade,
the annual allocations from 2019 onwards would need to increase significantly, as the provision of shade
sails to a playground can increase the cost by more than 50%.
There are currently 106 playgrounds that are within 10m of a canopy of trees greater than 6m in height,
with 56 of these playgrounds within 10m of trees over 15m in height. There are 31 playgrounds that not only
are further than 10m from a tree greater than 6m in height, but also have no shade structures. Prioritising
these playgrounds could be an approach adopted by Council. Additionally, the City should conduct an
assessment of the extent to which shade is provided by trees to the other playgrounds, to assess the need
for further shade tree planting or shade structures.
Based on recent shade provision, the cost of shade provision is approximately $1000 per 10m2 of cover.
The City’s play areas generally range from 100m2 to 200m2, averaging approximately 150m2. The
provision of shade structures to the 31 priority playgrounds without shade trees would be expected to cost
approximately $465,000. Approximately $3,000,000 would be required to place shade structures over all
playgrounds currently without shade structures.

12.4 Maintenance Costs
In the nine-year period between
2011 and 2019, the City’s playground
maintenance costs totalled $4,052,422: an
average of $506,553 per year. This maintenance
regime consisted of auditing and inspecting
the playgrounds, the repair and replacement of
components, and maintaining the undersurface. The
average maintenance cost for each playground was $3,681
in the 2018/2019 financial year.
It is worth noting that, in general, playground development costs
are usually exceeded by overall playground maintenance costs
over the first 5-10 years. This is attributed to high patronage of the
playgrounds and the frequent inspection regime required to maintain
playgrounds and keep them safe.
The cost of maintaining park assets is comparable: in 2013 the City undertook an
internal assessment of three essential park facilities, comparing the maintenance
costs over a 10-year period. It was found that the maintenance costs over 10 years for
BBQs (26) was $1,837,576 ($7,068 per BBQ per annum), for bins (300) the servicing and
maintenance costs totalled $3,780,000 ($1,260 per bin per annum) and for playgrounds (131
in 2013) the 10-year maintenance costs were $3,089,985 ($2,359 per playground per annum). It
is notable that while the total number of BBQs was only 26, maintaining them cost 60% of the total
maintenance costs of 131 playgrounds over that time.
Playground maintenance costs need to be considered when providing additional playgrounds in the City,
as maintenance costs to the City will increase along with future renewal costs of play facilities.

12.5 Sustainability
The City’s strategic approach to play provision aligns with a number of the sustainability commitments with
the City’s sustainability policy (CM194).
The City’s approach to providing a high number of smaller playgrounds throughout its parks reduces
dependence on fossil fuel, as people’s need to drive to a playground is reduced. This also provides
increased health benefits to the City’s residents, via the increase in exercise and decrease in vehicle
exhaust. The use of sand for playground undersurfacing reduces reliance on synthetic undersurface while
natural shade has well-appreciated biodiversity and environmental benefits.
Playgrounds offer significant sustainability outcomes for the City, both environmentally and socially.
Provision of playgrounds, particularly local playgrounds, can provide the community with stimulating
environments for children, a sense of place in a community setting and an opportunity for residents to
undertake healthy lifestyle activities.
From a social sustainability perspective, playgrounds not only provide opportunities for providing a
sense of place, but also for acting as nodes that integrate with existing and future services, as well as
pedestrian routes within the community. This can reinforce and strengthen community bonds and provide
opportunities for interaction and future potential for collective engagement.
The City’s traditional play equipment is made of largely prefabricated materials that may be suitable for
recycling after their useful life. The City already has three hybrid playground environments that combine
nature play and play equipment; it should consider pursuing a greater range of play facilities to incorporate
more nature play opportunities. These require fewer manufactured products and incorporate natural
components, but potentially could come with a higher maintenance cost.
Certain aspects that arise from recent collaborations between the City and Curtin University suggest
that there may be better and more innovative ways in which to integrate play with existing features and
elements of the built and natural environment; and so offer greater levels of sustainability and integration
between old and new urban features.
Using trees to provide shade to playgrounds is both economically and environmentally sustainable. It
reduces the significant cost of shade provision (the use of shade structures almost doubles the cost of
playground renewal); significantly reduces maintenance costs; and provides a host of ecosystem benefits in
a more natural play setting
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12.6 Playground Settings
The City’s playgrounds are predominantly set within local parks. This reflects the simple nature of the
playgrounds that the City currently provides, which usually incorporate traditional play equipment such as
a slide, a spring rocker, swings and climbing apparatus. Overall, the majority of the City’s playgrounds are
relatively small regardless of the size of the park.
Table 9 provides for analysis of reserves by size classification and the number of playgrounds within each,
while Figures 17 and 18 represent the distribution of parks by size classification, and the playgrounds
within them. In general, the City contains predominantly ‘neighbourhood’, ‘local’ and ‘pocket’ open space,
and this is reflected in the higher proportion of playgrounds located within these spaces, the majority
of which are a small local size. There are 23 playgrounds within ‘district’ parks; however, they are
predominantly of a small ‘local’ size and do not reflect the catchment size of the park or the facilities and
activities associated with a ‘district’ park. There is one playground in a ‘regional’ park (Centenary Park);
again this playground is a ‘local-sized’ playground and does not reflect the ‘regional’ capacity of the park.
It is recommended that an assessment of the alignment of playground functionality with the catchment
size of the associated park or associated facilities and infrastructure be undertaken. This could investigate
opportunities where playgrounds could warrant greater functionality to complement existing services; for
example, small business, sporting events and social functions. The City should also investigate how to
better integrate and align play ideas and play provision with existing services and associated infrastructure.
In many respects, trends in playground provision reflect the built environment that children grow up in.
With a decline in backyard space in suburbs, along with the associated decline in bushland for children to
play, local parks are becoming more important to a child’s development. As such, playground settings are
now receiving greater focus in terms of their capacity to meet children’s developmental requirements.
You can lead children to a playground, but you can’t necessarily make them play. Children themselves will
determine whether they can do an activity and whether they want to. There are many factors involved in a
child’s decision to play and a playground should provide for a range of activities offering different skill sets
and levels as well as a variety of opportunities.
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As discussed in section 9.1.3, with the growing body of evidence that ‘nature play’ has significantly higher
value in terms of child development, there is a trend towards the incorporation of nature play in the
strategic approach to play provision. The City has three dedicated hybrid nature playgrounds incorporating
both traditional play equipment and nature elements: one in Bannister Creek (Lynwood), one in Fern Park
(Wilson) and one in Sir Albert Jennings Park (Willetton), while Dabchick Park and Sill Park have recently
been renewed with nature play elements.
‘Nature deficit’ is a contemporary term coined to reflect the declining interaction children have with nature
and the consequences of this. Studies have shown that adding nature play areas significantly promotes
vigorous activity, greater curiosity, a wider variety of activities and more exploration of the natural world.
Furthermore, contact with nature is linked to improved cognitive function, increased activity, improved
interaction with adults, reduced attention deficit hyperactivity disorder symptoms and reduced levels of
aggressive behaviour (Wood and Martin 2010).
With growing knowledge of the benefits of child-nature interaction, natural elements are increasingly being
requested for playground settings. Traditional playground equipment is still important to challenge children
to grow and stretch their physical capabilities; however, the City should consider a hybrid approach that
includes traditional play and nature play when renewing or installing new playgrounds. Adding nature play
can be as simple as adding a native garden attached to the play pit that includes stepping stones, logs or
a large boulder for climbing, or as complicated as installing a fully-functional and dedicated nature-playdesigned playground.
Given the benefits and trend towards nature play, the use of trees for shade addresses two primary
components of play provision: firstly, trees improve the playground setting by adding natural elements,
and secondly, they deliver the important and highly-desired shade aspect to playgrounds. Appropriatelyselected tree species, if strategically located, provide great value to a playground, the park where it is
located, and the environment as a whole. Patrons of playgrounds – in particular, carers – are encouraged
to use playgrounds wisely and to be sun smart. Avoiding playground use while the sun is at its zenith in
summer and using sun-protection measures are the best ways to avoid UV exposure.
Shade structures are expensive to both install and maintain and are not necessarily effective. They are
hoisted high to avoid vandalism and to clear play structures; consequently, at times during the day they do
not provide protection from the sun. However, in certain locations and situations shade structures are more
appropriate; for example, larger district or regional playgrounds.
Looking forward, it is recommended that the City consider strategically planting trees for future shade
alongside the provision of new shade structures so that, at the end of a shade structure’s useful
life, the trees planted would provide adequate shade and negate the need for shade structure
replacement. This adds value to the environment and reduces future capital renewal and
maintenance costs.
The City can align proximity and access to playgrounds by aligning the City’s Urban Forest
Strategy (2019) and the City’s Walking and Cycling Plan (2018) to enhance the walkability
of residents to local playgrounds by improving path networks and the shade cover
of local streets. The shade cover of routes to and between play spaces and other
elements of the urban environment can create an integrated and connected
community and play offering.
Another intrinsic consideration for playground settings is undersurfacing
as it is used to attenuate the risk of injury due to falls. The City has
compared the undersurfacing attributes of common materials
(see Table 11) and concludes that sand provides the highest
value in most circumstances. A blanket approach to all
playgrounds proves to not be best protocol; as with shade,
certain locations may require different treatments.
For example, the playground at Shelley Beach
Park has rubber undersurfacing because the
prevailing winds on the foreshore blow the
sand out of the play pit, making it difficult
to maintain adequate depth. Where
practicable, it is recommended that
the City continue to use sand as the
undersurface treatment.
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12.7 Proximity (400m)
Access to playgrounds is an important consideration in play provision planning. For a community, people
with good access to open space are significantly more likely to be physically active, which promotes a
healthier community. Research suggests that the more desirable the destination and quality of journey
(i.e. tree-lined pathways and streetscapes), the further people are willing to walk or cycle to access it (Kent
et al. 2011). Therefore, the provision of facilities within a reasonable proximity of residents will encourage
greater recreational activity.
Further, this scenario is compounded by urban infill development, which increases user numbers for
existing playgrounds and reduces the private open space in backyards that used to be available to children
for play. In addition, the increasing traffic volume generated by infill development creates additional
barriers for children, preventing them from moving safely to adjacent neighbourhoods. The provision of
accessible routes that link play spaces can be viewed as a form of play space themselves, as they can
increase the play experience for children in terms of interacting with their environment and is an area that
the City can explore.
The City’s playground users are well provided for, in terms of access to playgrounds within 400m, except
for some identified areas (see Figure 28). Areas without playground access have been identified in Canning
Vale, Parkwood, Shelley, East Cannington and smaller pockets in Queens Park, St James, Rossmoyne,
Willetton, Bentley, Wilson, Ferndale, Riverton and Leeming. The only suburb that has 100% access to
playgrounds within 400m is Lynwood.
Table 14 represents a preliminary analysis of reserves in each suburb that are potential locations for new
playgrounds to provide access for those residential areas that are deficient. Under the current approach
to playground provision (i.e. 400m access to all residential properties where feasible), it is recommended
that the City continues to plan to provide playground access within 400m of all residential properties where
practical. It is estimated that approximately six to nine new playgrounds will be required to ensure this
400m access is provided to as many residents as possible.
Accessibility also refers to the opportunity a child has in respect to their ability to use the equipment as
designed. All-inclusive playgrounds incorporate everyone in the play environment, making all children feel
that they belong.
The only playground that includes some provision for children with physical disability is Shelley Beach
Park, which has a Liberty swing provided for children with physical disabilities. Other types of disabilities
– such as mobility, visual, sensory, intellectual, amenity for carers and so on – are not specifically provided
for. It must be noted that as there is an extensive range of ability levels and associated disabilities,
it is highly complex to deliver totally-inclusive play infrastructure (see section 12.8.1 for accessibility
and inclusivity).
This strategy recommends that the City continue with its program to increase access to playgrounds
through access paths allowing wheel-assisted carriages to reach the playground. The strategy further
recommends the City ensures that planned future playgrounds, such as District or Regional playgrounds,
are designed to include comprehensive, all-inclusive elements to incorporate the diversity of needs within
the community as a whole.
The City can explore how best to integrate play into the entire urban environment of those areas currently
without playground access; and the urban areas generally across the City, by collaborating in research with
universities and partnering with industry organisations.
Such studies could investigate how opportunities for actively promoting community inclusion and
cohesion – through an integration of other services (public transport stops; local shopping and services;
school routes etc.) into the overall play strategy – might be tested and built into the strategic direction of
play provision.
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12.8 Community Engagement
The strategy is largely based on data analysis of its existing play facilities from an asset perspective, as well
as current literature in terms of trends in play provision. The strategy is, however, cognizant of the need
to engage with the community to fully appreciate their vision of what the future of the City’s play provision
should look like.
The outcome of the engagement highlights the level of community dissatisfaction with the City’s play
provision. Only 29% of those surveyed saying they are satisfied (3% very satisfied and 26% satisfied), while
39% of respondents indicated dissatisfaction (29% dissatisfied, 10% very dissatisfied) and 32% did not
register their level of satisfaction.
To help understand this low level of satisfaction, when asked “what comes to mind when you think about
the City’s playgrounds?” it is noted that the three key themes were they are old, there is no shade and
they are boring. Not surprisingly, this aligns with the City’s asset data in which demonstrates that the
playgrounds are ageing with many considered not fit for purpose and given their age, play provision is
evolving significantly from those provided in the 1990’s when many of the City’s playground were installed.
This traditional playground design is modular and prefabricated and tends to be limited in equipment types,
age restricted, and replicated across playgrounds. Much of the community feedback indicated that the
City’s playgrounds are considered to be boring, and apart from there being no shade and they are old, many
respondents said the playgrounds are small and they do not like the equipment. There is a trend towards
providing broader play experiences with more nature play and adventure play, as evidenced in recent
installations at Bannister Creek Park, Fern Park and Dabchick Park; as well as other local governments
and the City’s own recent initiatives - such as the community-led playground project at Sir Albert Jennings
Park - where the community assisted in designing a largely nature- and adventure-style local playground.
The survey indicated a considerable level of community support for the City to evolve from traditional
modular equipment, with the most preferred styles being adventure and nature play followed by a mixture
of styles which include traditional. In the last few years, the City has been providing this mixture in its
playgrounds as part of park redevelopments at Dabchick Park, Sill Park and the new playground in Sir
Albert Jennings Park. The City provides a very popular hybrid-style playground at Fern Park next to the Low
Quay café on the Canning River foreshore, however, the only truly nature/adventure playground in the City
is located at Bannister Creek Park.
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When asked what the community values most about playgrounds, the most common themes were access
to the playground (i.e. proximity), equipment, setting, shade, associated facilities, trees and greenspace.
The City has long held a strategic approach to locate local playgrounds within 400m of residential
properties where feasible. Although this may not always be possible due to lack of parks or suitable parks
in certain areas, the survey responses reinforce this approach, as 82% of those surveyed said they felt they
had access to a local playground, noting this access also refers to their capacity to use the equipment.
Interestingly, what respondents valued most was not confined to access and equipment, but was also
about supporting facilities (drinking fountains, benches, BBQs and picnic tables etc.) and the trees and
green spaces. This demonstrates that people value their parks, and that carers of children benefit from
their visits to parks beyond the play space, extending to the natural and landscape aesthetics. Carer needs
should be considered in play provision as this could affect the accessibility of areas and the length of stay
at a play spaces. However, specific community engagement for each park will determine what type of
equipment a playground will include.
It is difficult to objectively assess how people value their local parks, however by analysing the survey
results, it is possible to form a narrative of the association between the community and local parks. Given
the car dependency of residents living and working in urban environments, it is positive to note that only
15% of those surveyed used a car to get their local playground, with 58% saying they walked, while others
cycled, skate or scootered or used public transport. Most respondents (68%) frequented their local park
playground weekly, while 37% would travel weekly to a playground outside of the City.
Although 37% of those surveyed travel weekly to playgrounds outside the City, 23% did so fortnightly while
30% did so monthly. It would be unrealistic to expect no-one to travel outside the City to visit playgrounds,
as people will want to experience other locations for a variety of reasons. However, to reflect on the
respondent’s low satisfaction levels (39%) and their perception of this play provision, it is not unexpected
that 90% of respondents will travel outside of the City every month to visit playgrounds.
In summary, the underlying message from the Your Say Canning community engagement is that a
significant percentage of respondents are generally not satisfied with the City’s play provision, particularly
in that the playgrounds are old and boring, which is supported by the overall old age class of the City
playgrounds. Residents also want more shade over the play playgrounds, providing better access
throughout the day, as carers feel it is unsafe for children to be exposed to the sun and or they feel the
equipment is too hot to be used. As old playgrounds are replaced, more nature and adventure style
equipment should be introduced, mixed with traditional and informal play elements. Although respondents
indicated they have access to their local playground, and that they regularly access local playgrounds
weekly to monthly and mostly by walking, they are also regularly going outside the City to access
playgrounds, presumably in some part due to a level of dissatisfaction with their local playground.
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12.8.1 Accessibility and Inclusivity
There are only a few playgrounds in Canning that have any inclusive elements, and this is mainly some
areas of soft fall rubber ground surface to enable access to play equipment, such as at Fern Park,
Sheldrake Park and Shelley Beach Park. There is also the wheelchair accessible Liberty swing at Shelley
Beach Park; however, this is rarely used, probably due to the need to plan ahead and borrow a key to
access it. The City has an ongoing disability access program that is installing access paths to playgrounds,
providing better wheeled access for wheelchairs and prams etc. This program has delivered access
pathways to a number of playgrounds and will continue to into the future (budget permitting).
Inspection of some smaller parks and playgrounds by a disability and inclusivity consultant, as well
as input from the consultation workshop, showed that there has been little consideration of access to
playgrounds, and revealed many missed opportunities that could have enhanced access and inclusion. One
example of this is the small playground behind the City’s administration building. Installation of soft fall
rubber to specific equipment would enable access to the existing equipment, and some ‘rest pods’ could
be added to the rope climbing structure. Another way of enhancing this and other similar parks, could be
to add small sensory play elements adjacent to the path; there are many possibilities for creating greater
access and inclusion in existing parks and play spaces.
The access and inclusion workshop revealed a strong need for the City to make progress in creating at
least one large regional play space that is accessible and inclusive, as well as implementing a program of
improvements at smaller existing parks. While there are many play spaces throughout the City, there is
no large regional playground. In contrast, many other local governments have made significant progress
in creating large inclusive playgrounds in recent years, for example the City of Kwinana adventure
playground in Calista.
However, the consultation also revealed that people see play spaces as more than somewhere for children
to play. The overwhelming emphasis in the workshop feedback from children, families and other play
space users was that they want playgrounds that build their sense of community. They want places that
are not only accessible, but truly inclusive and intergenerational. Places that are safe, welcoming and
beautiful, using nature and art to enhance a sense of wellbeing and belonging. Places that include facilities
that encourage people to stay longer, and that ideally adjoin other community gathering places, such as
shopping centres, leisure facilities and transport hubs.
People said that while specialised equipment is welcome, there needs to be an emphasis on play
equipment that can be used by people of varying ages and all abilities rather than specialised ‘disability
only’ equipment that segregates users. There are now many good examples of inclusive play equipment
in Perth along with associated Australian suppliers, making it easier to include these in new and
existing playgrounds.
Mirroring feedback in the broader community engagement, those who gave feedback regarding disability
access and inclusion said there needs to be more adventure play for all children. For over 20 years,
Australian playgrounds have been built primarily for safety. The City’s approach to playgrounds over this
time reflects this focus.
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However, changes to Australian Standards in 2017 (AS 4685.0:2017) regarding playground safety have
created a better balance between safety and the need for children to have more risky, exciting play in order
to “develop their social and risk management skills and increase their resilience and self-confidence;
skills that children with disabilities need just as much as other children” (Brussoni 2017). As such, the
opportunity now exists for the City to develop more interesting inclusive play spaces.
This opportunity aligns with the collaboration between the City and Curtin University that is researching
comparative studies of play spaces; and investigating opportunities for community engagement on the codesign and creation of play spaces that are integrated into urban environment. The collaboration involves
communities in the City and looks towards established and emerging best practice, both in Australia
and internationally.
This work will help inform new opportunities for exploring better and more inclusive, interesting and
socially-sustainable approaches to integrating outcomes in play with the urban environment.
The only Australian Standards on access, relevant to playgrounds, are those that specify height and reach
dimensions for children and adolescents with physical disabilities and standards that cover pathways,
buildings, toilets, car parks and other facilities and features in parks. It should be noted that Australian
Standards only become mandatory when included in law, such as AS1428.1, Access to premises (buildings),
which is part of the Building Code of Australia (BCA); this only applies to buildings and areas that provide
access to the buildings. However, the suite of Australian Standards on Access do provide some useful
guidance relevant to parks and play spaces.
A recent change to the National Construction Code (NCC) (which encompasses the BCA and the Plumbing
Code) is that from 1 May 2019, specified public buildings across Australia such as large shopping centres,
sports stadiums, aquatic centres, museums, art galleries and airports must include an accessible adult
change facility.
Toilets built to the Changing Places design specifications meet the requirements mandated by the NCC.
The City should ensure that it meets this new requirement in buildings specified in the NCC, but should
also consider using the Changing Places design specifications (2017) when including toilet facilities at
regional parks and play spaces.
In the absence of Australian Standards in 1999, the City’s Playing Together project included the
development of guidelines and checklists based on US and UK playground access standards and
guidelines. There are also now a number of Australian resources, guidelines and checklists that would
provide useful guidance to the City’s play provision. These include the NSW Government’s Everyone Can
Play guideline to create inclusive play spaces. There are also now organisations that can provide expert
guidance on inclusive play, such as the ‘Touched by Olivia’ Foundation.
This consultation provided rich input from children and adults with disability and their families, to inform
the City’s way forward in providing innovative and inclusive play spaces.
In addition to those who provided ideas, there were many who responded to the promotion of the
consultation, saying how important it is for the City to consult on access and inclusion.
People who attended the workshop said that they were glad to have the opportunity to participate, and
would be interested in not only hearing about the progress as inclusive play spaces were developed, but in
being involved further throughout the process.
The City will collaborate with researchers to develop a strategy for further involvement opportunities
with this stakeholder group, potentially via a series of community innovation workshops and
co-design processes.

12.9 Current
and Future
Requirements
The analysis in this Strategy has
identified that there will be significant
increases in playground users and
carers in the suburbs of Cannington, East
Cannington, Queens Park, St James and
Wilson to 2036. The City will need to increase
play provision to meet the growing population in
these areas in particular, although most suburbs will
generally have an increase in demand for play provision.
However, Canning Vale and Parkwood will experience a
decline in users (by approximately 14 and 7 users per playground
respectively), as well a decrease in carers (of approximately 11 per
playground in both Canning Vale and Parkwood). This decline in users
and carers is in contrast to their current low level of play provision in that,
at present, they both have among the highest numbers of users and carers
per playground. It is important for the City to balance play provision over the
next 20 years to 2036.
In general, the demand for play provision throughout the community will increase
from, on average, 89 to 114 users and 61 to 68 carers per playground to the year 2036. It
is recommended that the City address the changes in demand within suburbs in relation to
future playground usage trends, as reflected in this strategy.
Although the City has generally provided an even coverage of playgrounds in relation to suburb
area (Table 1 and Figure 2), this relationship only addresses geographic distribution; however,
suburbs have multiple dynamics. The current national average for playground provision is one
playground per 300 children. It should be noted that the national average aggregates urban, suburban and
rural communities and does not provide an assessment of whether this level of provision is adequate, so it
is an arbitrary benchmark only.
The City has approximately 12,638 playground users and is currently providing a playground at the
approximate rate of 1:89. Applying the national average would equate to the City requiring only 42
playgrounds; however, that would result in the majority of people having no local/walking access to a
playground. In relation to the national average, the City is well provided for in terms of playgrounds. An
analysis of distribution and playground relationship to demographics provides greater insight into effective
playground provision.
It is relevant to note that the national average is not useful as a benchmark because it includes statistics
from areas not represented in the City, such as rural and remote locations and very high density, inner
suburban areas. Although the City’s playgrounds are well dispersed, certain destinations do not have a
playground within walking distance, and the number of playground users per playground is not consistent
across suburbs. The number of playground users per playground across suburbs ranges from 50 (Bentley)
to 161 users (Canning Vale), and for carers ranges from 27 (Lynwood) to 138 (Parkwood); as such, the
number of users per playgrounds is more relevant when considering proximity.
Given that the predicted increase in playground users to the year 2036 is forecast to be approximately an
extra 25 per suburb (Table 12), the City would need to provide extra playgrounds if the current average of
89 is to be used as a benchmark. Figure 25 shows that the change in playground users is to decrease by 14
in Canning Vale and by 7 in Parkwood, while the closely and geographically grouped suburbs Cannington
(+129, 175%), East Cannington (+27, 20%) and Queens Park (+29, 25%) will increase significantly along with
Bentley (+35, 70%) and St James (+39, 33%).
That equates to an average increase of 52 users per playground within each of these suburbs. To maintain
the current city-wide average of users per playground would require 25 additional playgrounds by 2026
with a total of 40 new playgrounds by 2036 (Table 7). Based on the average increase of 25 users per
playground to 2036 and the need for six extra playgrounds to meet the 400m access shortfall, the City will
require another 46 playgrounds to provide adequate play provision opportunities in the future (bringing
the total number of playgrounds to 188). If there is no increase in the provision of playgrounds in these
suburbs, the undersupply of playgrounds will be evident to residents in the future, due to an increase in
users per playground.
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Not providing extra playgrounds may save in capital costs in the short to medium term; however, the
maintenance costs of existing playgrounds will increase as the number of users increases and their
useful life may decrease, requiring an increase in renewal expenditure. Council may consider strategically
locating a larger district playground with a larger catchment area, rather than providing the additional local
playgrounds required to meet the increase in demand.
Understanding the current and future requirements of playground users is essential, though people
between 60 and 69 (carers) are also important to consider in relation to playground provision, because of
the number of children who visit and who are cared for by grandparents.
Parkwood and Canning Vale currently have the highest number of playground users and carers (129, 138
and 161,118 respectively), indicating a significant dearth of playgrounds in these suburbs. Combined,
another 10 playgrounds would be required to ensure they are aligned with the City’s average number of
users per playground.
Despite a current under provision of playgrounds based on the City average - looking forward to 2036, the
number of playground users in Parkwood and Canning Vale will decrease by 21 users in total, from 289
users to 268 users; however, there will also be a decrease of carers by 2036 (-7) per playground. In this
context, the City will need an increase in playgrounds initially but the decrease in users and carers will
effectively reduce the number of playgrounds required for Canning Vale and Parkwood in the future to align
with the City’s average number of users per playground. Canning Vale and Parkwood would require an
additional 8 playgrounds combined to meet their current needs but that would be reduced by 2 playgrounds
to meet the requirements in 2036.
The playground access analysis shows that despite some instances of residential areas not being within
400m of a playground, most residential areas in the City do have access to a playground within 400m. The
access in terms of users per playground varies across suburbs, with a mean (average) of 89 users per
playground and a standard deviation around the mean of 34. Therefore, using the average as a benchmark,
some suburbs are oversupplied and others undersupplied in terms of play provision. To rationalise this, the
City could reduce play provision in some areas and increase it in others, or just increase the play provision
within those currently undersupplied. Either way, the City is facing future playground shortfalls that will
need to be addressed strategically.
Inclusive of the City’s strategic approach to play provision should be to review the ways that play
is interwoven into the community and urban environment. This might include reviewing innovative
approaches to how the broader public realm (i.e. not just public open space) is conceived of in terms of
play, in order to enhance greater diversity and opportunity for play, along with community inclusion and
cohesion opportunities.
There are a number of options that warrant consideration. For instance, should the City use the average of
89 users per playground as a benchmark? There are a number of instances where multiple playgrounds
overlap within 400m of each other and it could be argued that the 400m access can be achieved with
fewer playgrounds, while increasing the average of users per playground. However, where playgrounds
do overlap, these areas may have higher numbers of users and, arguably, require a higher number of
playgrounds. In essence, play provision needs to meet both accessibility needs and usage demands.
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12.10 Regional and District Play Facilities
By and large, the City’s strategic focus has historically been to deliver play provision access to its residents,
centred on residents having 400m access to small local and neighbourhood playgrounds, which have been
designed with safety as the foremost consideration at the expense of variety and quality of developmental
experience. However, this strategy has identified residential areas that are not within 400m of a playground
and also identified reserves within these residential areas where playgrounds could potentially be located
(See Table 14).
Council could consider no longer aiming to provide playgrounds within walkable distance of all residential
areas, on the grounds that fewer, larger playgrounds (Regional and District size) will provide more
interesting play opportunities for the same investment, even if most visitors have to drive to the facility.
However, the report by ‘Parks Base’ in early 2013 determined that the less outdoor private space
(backyard) residents have, the more likely they are to walk rather than to drive to visit a park.
Perth is recognised as one of the most car-dependent cities in the world. Decreasing levels of physical
exercise correlate with increasing health problems in the population. Removing playgrounds from parks is
likely to be a disincentive for people with children to walk to a park (Parks Base 2013).
There are a few District-type playgrounds in Canning with more complex equipment, such as those at the
Civic Centre, Shelley Beach Park, Low Quay Café, the Bannister Creek Park nature play playground and Sir
Albert Jennings Park. Furthermore, there are plans to upgrade the playground in Kent Street Weir Park to
a district playground incorporated within the Kent Street Weir precinct redevelopment. A review of current
playgrounds to assess the merits of upgrading some smaller local playgrounds to align with catchment
size and the functionality of the parks in which they are located is recommended.
The City does not have a regional-sized playground. The provision of a strategically-located, all-inclusive
play facility would significantly enhance play provision within the City. There are two future possibilities
for a regional playground in the City: firstly, within the Queens Park Regional Open Space redevelopment,
where a district playground is proposed in the master plan; secondly, the proposed Canning Vale Sports
Complex, which is in the early stages of strategic assessment. However, the completion of both these
projects is likely to be in the longer term.
With the increase in population and consequent increase in playground users and carers predicted for the
City, maintaining 400m access is considered a key component to a sustainable City. However, enhancing
play provision through incorporating regional and district facilities into the overall strategic approach is
also recommended.
A number of local governments have installed regional playgrounds. The advantages of these playgrounds
are varied, but are principally aimed at being all-inclusive, in that the abilities and disabilities of a
wide range of playground users are incorporated. This entices local residents to stay within the City
to recreate and attracts visitors from outside the City. Furthermore, larger playgrounds, such
as district and regional playgrounds, provide greater diversity of play equipment that is more
interesting for users than smaller local/pocket-sized playgrounds.
Strategically-located regional playgrounds and, to a lesser extent, district playgrounds,
may provide economic stimulus to the local businesses. Locating these playgrounds
in the vicinity of small business – such as retail and food vendors – will help attract
patrons to these businesses. Examples within the Perth metropolitan area where
regional playgrounds complement local businesses are Elizabeth Quay (Perth),
Hillarys Boat Harbour (Hillarys) and the Mandurah Foreshore (Mandurah).
The considerably higher capital and maintenance costs are a
disadvantage of regional playgrounds. A regional playground has a
minimum area size of 500m2 and installation costs can range from
$500,000 to well over $1,000,000. Considering the annual cost of
maintaining the playgrounds would be approximately 10% per
year of the replacement cost, annual maintenance costs for
a Regional Playground could be expected to be between
$50,000 to well over $100,000 per year.
It is recommended that the City undertake a
feasibility study to determine where a regional
playground could be located to best meet the
community’s needs and if such a playground
is economically viable.
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13. SUMMARY
The City’s play infrastructure is ageing, of an average condition and evidently requires significant funding
impetus to reinvigorate this important community asset. The positive side to this is that the City has an
opportunity now to align its play provision approach with changes in community demographics and needs,
as well as new play provision trends.
The traditional approach to the provision of 400m access to all residents with an average usage rate of
89 users per playground supports a sustainable City, particularly in a world of high car dependency and
shrinking backyards. However, without the provision of additional district playgrounds, this approach leads
to gaps in accessibility to the Canning community in relation to a lack in play opportunities for children with
a wide range of disabilities; as well as limited provision of greater diversity in play opportunities for children
in general, resulting in Canning residents visiting locations outside the City for these opportunities.
A significant enhancement to the City’s play provision would be the addition of more district playgrounds
and possibly a regional playground, strategically located in the City to stimulate local business and social
activity. These larger playgrounds would offer greater access to the whole community by incorporating
design to include play opportunities for children with disabilities and wider options for play, including
nature play.
Apart from recent initiatives – such as the hybrid nature play area at Bannister Creek, Fern Park, Sir Albert
Jennings Park, and recently developed Cunnington and Dabchick Parks – the City’s playgrounds need to
evolve and incorporate growing trends in play provision. Therefore, the approach to having 400m access
to local-sized playgrounds should increasingly incorporate nature play and adventure play as well as
inclusivity elements, to enhance the benefits of play to children.

14. RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on the assessments and discussion within the strategy, a number of recommendations are made
that address the key elements stemming from the strategy. Each recommendation will be implemented
through the actions associated with each recommendation and outlined in the Action Plan in section 15.
Table 15: Recommendations

RECOMMENDATIONS
1

Continue to provide play provision that centres on 400m access to residents.

2

Review and improve the accessibility and inclusivity of current playgrounds.

3

Provide for an all-inclusive regional playground facility if feasible.

4

Provide 2 to 4 district-sized playgrounds across the north and south areas of the City.

5

Long Term Financial Planning to renew ageing playgrounds and to provide new playgrounds to
meet future needs.

6

Revise the playground renewal program to renew playgrounds with hybrid playgrounds (i.e.
traditional and nature/adventure play elements) aligning with current trends.

7

Develop guidelines for sustainable future play provision.

8

Maintain the current ratio of playground users and carers per playgrounds to 2036.

9

Strategise shade provision to significantly increase shade to playgrounds using shade structures
and natural shade.

10

Develop a community engagement program ensuring the community’s diverse demographic are
represented in play provision.
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15. ACTION PLAN
Table 16: Action Plan

ACTION PLAN
Recommendation

Action

1.1
Continue to provide play
provision that centers on 400m
access to residents

Review and improve the
accessibility and inclusivity of
current playground

Provide for an all-inclusive
regional playground facility
if feasible

Provide 2 to 4 district-sized
playgrounds.

Long Term Financial Planning to
renew ageing playgrounds and to
provide new playgrounds to meet
future needs

Revise the playground renewal
program to renew traditional
playgrounds with hybrid
playgrounds (traditional and
nature play elements) aligning
with current trends

Priority
(years)

A) Undertake a review of residential areas that do not
have 400m access

1

B) Install playgrounds where Public Open Space is
available and suitable for play provision in areas without
400m access.

5

1.2

Undertake a review of the 400m walkability access of
residential areas to playgrounds. Walkability access
should incorporate the City’s Urban Forest Strategy
(tree lined street access) and the City’s Cycling and
Walking Plan.

2.1

With reference to the City’s Disability and Inclusion Plan
and using best practice, undertake an accessibility and
inclusivity review of all playgrounds with the review
providing recommendation for increasing accessibility
and inclusivity.

2.2

Implement the recommendations of the review in
action 2.1

3.1

Undertake a feasibility study for a regional playground
which will be an all abilities facility that will be
strategically located to benefit the community from an
environmental, social and economic perspective.

2

A) Review existing playgrounds to identify local
playgrounds that could be upgraded to a districtsized playground to align with park catchment size,
infrastructure and amenities.

2

B) Where feasible, 2 to 4 playgrounds to be upgraded to
provide equitable distribution of district play opportunities
across the City.

10

5.1

Budget allocation for new and the renewal of playgrounds
to be placed on the City’s Forward Capital Works Plan as
an even spread over 10 years.

0.5

5.2

Allocate funding to undertake the feasibility of a
regional playground

1

6.1

Develop a playground renewal program that will
prioritise renewals based on age and condition and which
incorporates the City’s Asset Management Plan and
which aligns with current trends in play provision.

1

6.2

Monitor and evaluate the maintenance costs of nature
play separate to traditional play elements as to provide
adaptive funding to manage efficiently the future trends in
play provision.

Ongoing

6.3

Continue to explore and use informal play structures
such as sand hills, logs and other incidental elements as
complementary play features to existing playgrounds.

Ongoing

4.1

Ongoing

2

Ongoing
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ACTION PLAN
Recommendation

Develop guidelines for
sustainable future play provision.

Maintain the current number of
playground users and carers per
playground to 2036

Strategise shade provision to
significantly increase shade
to playground

Develop a community
engagement program ensuring
the community’s diverse
demographic is represented in
play provision

Action

Priority
(years)

7.1

Develop guidelines for playground styles for new and
or replacement playgrounds that incorporates the key
elements of this strategy to guide future works.

2

7.2

Playground detail such as photos and supporting
infrastructure, along with their locations (linked to online
mapping) to be provided and spatially displayed on the
City’s public website

1

7.3

The City’s biennial playground audit to incorporate
information on the current usefulness of playgrounds in
relation to current trends in play provision

1

8.1

Building upon the review of the distribution of
playgrounds in this strategy (action 1), ensure even
distribution of playground user numbers across suburbs
where feasible.

Ongoing

8.2

Consider redistribution of playgrounds to attain equity of
playground proximity to all residents.

Ongoing

9.1

Assess all playgrounds in terms of shade and provide a
summary of levels of shade based on shade structures
provided, variable natural shade provided by trees and
no shade. Prioritise shade provision for playgrounds
with no shade.

1

9.2

Provide shade structures to those playgrounds
categorised in Action 9.1 as having no shade.

10

9.3

All playgrounds to be planted with shade trees, where
possible or needed, so that when the useful life of
shade structures mature, structures are not replaced
where possible.

5

10.1

Develop a community engagement program that
differentiates the levels of engagement for local, district
and regional playgrounds, ensuring the program
is efficient.

1

10.2

The City collaborates and partners with academia
(universities) and industry in initiatives that explores
innovation in play provision and enhances the benefits of
play to the community.

Ongoing
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